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Abstract 

Using today's technology all information is at your fingertips. The most common way to find 

out new things it's using web crawlers and online encyclopedias, the most famous one being 

Wikipedia. Anyone can contribute to it by writing new content or improving the existing one. 

Wikipedia has millions of articles written in English, Spanish or popular languages with millions 

of speakers but there are languages in in which the number of articles is much smaller or the 

content is in general poorer. The aim of this master thesis is to develop a system which is able 

to help these potential users with the enrichment of Wikipedia articles in one language with 

the information resent in another language. The main contribution of this thesis is the 

detection of relevant information that is candidate to be included in other Wikipedia editions.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Context  

The content over the internet is expanding continuously, but the growing is not uniform in all languages. 

This phenomenon occurs due to several facts. The number of speakers a language has and the growing 

number of research papers in some of the most popular languages (mainly in English) are two of the 

main factors which influence this behavior of the content development over the web in general. In the 

case of Wikipedia the same thing applies. For example, there are four times more articles in English 

than in Spanish1. In this context it makes sense to try to accelerate the development of Wikipedia in 

languages other than English.  

This work is part of the Context-aware Machine Translation Augmented using Dynamic Resources from 

Internet (TACARDI2) project. The main purpose of TACARDI is to improve the quality of the translations 

from the state-of-art of Machine Translation systems. There are two research paths for the TACARDI 

project. The first one is aiming to explore new resources provided by the internet. This one includes 

offline or online processing of content from different sources like Wikipedia, Twitter, news and so on. 

The second goal of the TACARDI project is to extend the contextual information used in translation. This 

objective is aiming to obtain by one side a better coherence for document level translations and by the 

other side a deeper analysis of the non-textual metadata attached to a given resource. 

This work is placed at the border between the two main goals. On the one side we explore and try to 

enrich the Wikipedia content and on the other side we try to obtain a good coherence when adding 

content. 

Previously at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) a related project has been developed in 

Machine Translation (Boldoba 2014). The research focuses on trying to enrich the corpora used in the 

automatic translations by exploring Wikipedia articles and finding parallel sentences which can be used 

afterwards to enrich or adopt the translators to a specific domain. 

Our work is based on this previous research and is aiming to find important paragraphs that appear in 

certain languages only and propose them to be inserted into other languages where the specific 

paragraph is missing. 

                                                           
1 4,856,653 articles in English vs 1,173,737 in Spanish as mentioned on http://www.wikipedia.org/  
2 http://ixa.si.ehu.es/tacardi/index_html  
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The articles analyzed in this project are related to topics from Computer Science, Chemistry, Geography 

and Biographies. Some of the methods we present in this work are language independent, but some 

are not. All the source articles we analyze are written in English and have a correspondent in Romanian 

or Spanish (See Chapter 4 for more details about the corpus). 

1.2 Motivation 

Due to the facts described above not all the Wikipedia editions are equally maintained. However, when 

somebody decides to improve a certain article it can be useful to propose him important information 

related to the article’s topic that should be inserted into the article. 

According to Internet Use Stats3 42.3% of the world population can access the internet. The total 

number of English speakers (both native and as a second language) is 1.5 billion people4. Of course, this 

two groups are not one inside other and from the total amount of people who can access the internet 

only a part can speak English.  

Our focus on English speakers is due to the big difference between the number of Wikipedia articles 

written in English and the ones in other languages. There are more than 4.675.000 articles in English 

and around 1.789.000 in German (the second biggest Wikipedia edition). 

In this project the languages analyzed are English, Spanish and Romanian. We use the articles written 

in English as source because in our area of interest this edition is expected to be the most developed. 

Due to the big amount of research in Science and Computer Science is expected to have the biggest 

amount of information in English. Of course, the purpose in a future is to extend the linguistic area and 

to cover as much as possible in order to give a hand to the contributors independently of the language 

they consider as a target.  

The increasing number of articles and how long they can be makes it difficult for a person to quickly 

identify the important information that is missing in the target language. This is why in this work we 

keep a focus on both identifying key fragments to be added in other Wikipedia editions and also finding 

a proper position for this content in order to keep the overall coherence. 

1.3 Objectives 

This subchapter gives an overview of the general and specific objectives and the path to follow in order 

to meet them. The main purpose is to experiment with up-to-date information retrieval and machine 

                                                           
3 As measured in JUNE 30, 2014 - http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm 
4 According to http://www.statista.com/statistics/266808/the-most-spoken-languages-worldwide/ 
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learning technologies for promoting the generation of new Wikipedia contents by borrowing texts from 

articles in different languages. 

This work has been developed in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and is aiming to apply 

Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques in order to pursue its main objective 

explained above. 

1.3.1 General Objectives 

The general objectives are the following: 

1. Obj_1: Find out what similarity models perform best for detecting parallel paragraphs from 

Wikipedia. The main goal of this objective is to identify fragments present in two languages 

using local content extracted from Wikipedia covering certain areas of interest. This objective 

will be covered after comparing the performance of several alignment methods based on 

similarity measures. 

2. Obj_2: Identify text fragments which are missing and are worth transcending. The focus in this 

case is to obtain not just the missing components of some Wikipedia articles, but to identify 

the relevant ones which are worth to be included in a different edition where this content is 

missing. The result obtained when accomplishing this objective is a list of relevant fragments 

from which are missing from certain languages and are worth to be transcended.  

3. Obj_3: Keep coherence when adding new content. The goal for this objective is to keep 

coherence when inserting new fragments in articles. It will be accomplished when we will find 

a position for inserting the content in the target text. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

1. Obj_1.1 Analyze Wikipedia’s taxonomy. The main purpose of this objective is to understand how 

the content is grouped in Wikipedia. In order to extract articles from certain categories and get 

the corresponding ones from a different language it is necessary to first have a clear vision over 

the Wikipedia taxonomy. 

2. Obj_1.2 Extract a set of articles from the area of interest. After understanding the way 

Wikipedia’s content is organized and grouped, the next objective is to extract a set of articles 

form the areas of interest and their corresponding counterparts in the other languages. 

3. Obj_1.3 Process the articles. The content extracted from Wikipedia comes with metadata 

attached. Before applying any kind of analysis on the text a preliminary step is to obtain clean 

paragraphs from the articles. Most of the analysis is performed on plain text. 

4. Obj_1.4 Adapt and combine different similarity measures. The paragraphs present in more than 

one language are identified by means of Machine Learning and Information Retrieval 
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techniques. The goal of this objective is to use and compare different similarity measures to 

find the best possible alignments. 

5. Obj_2.1 Identify missing content. The missing content is the one present only in certain 

languages and not in the rest of them. The focus when accomplishing this objective is to obtain 

a set of such fragments. This step can be computed as a conjunction of Obj_1.4 because after 

finding the parallel fragments what is not aligned can be considered as missing content. 

6. Obj_2.2 Find key words. Before going further with Obj_2 described above, it is needed to 

identify the topic of the article. Using key words related to the topic when applying other kind 

of algorithms will increase the accuracy in the relevance determination. 

7. Obj_2.3 Identify the fragments that deserve being translated into the target language. The main 

goal for Obj_2 and one of our main focuses is finding the relevant paragraphs which are worth 

transcending from one language to another. The focus for this objective is to rank the 

paragraphs in order to obtain such a set.  

8. Obj_3.1 Compute similarity with target article. Before finding a proper insertion point for the 

transcending fragments a comparison between these ones and the target article is needed. 

This objective is accomplished when the similarities are computed.  

9. Obj_3.2 Find a proper insertion position in the target article to keep coherence. For making the 

insertion of the content as easy as possible, proper positions for placing the new fragments 

have to be computed. The goal of this step is to apply a set of algorithms in order to find a 

possible insertion point in the target article. The main focus of this objective is to keep the 

coherence in the article where the new content will be inserted. 

1.4 Structure of the Document 

This document describes the work which has been done for building a prototype (see Appendix A) to 

help Wikipedia contributors. The tool aims to facilitate the identification of paragraphs which are worth 

being included in Wikipedia editions where they are missing. The following chapters are structured in 

the following way: 

 Chapter 2 gives an overview of the work related with our area of interest. The goal of this 

chapter is to describe the background notions of Information Retrieval and Machine Learning 

needed to place the reader in the proper context. 

 Chapter 3 is the State of the Art where similar work done previously is described. This chapter 

gives an overview of the evolution of the research in identifying relevant content from 

Wikipedia or other sources. Finding similarities and identifying a place for inserting new content 

in order to keep coherence are other areas of interest exposed here. 

 Chapter 4 describes the Wikipedia corpus which has been used for testing and training 

purposes. The methodology for the for the hand annotation of articles for parallelism and for 

importance are also described here.  
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 Chapter 5 is aiming to describe the entire process applied for aligning the articles in two 

languages in order to obtain a set of parallel paragraphs. Several methods are analyzed, tested 

and compared. 

 In Chapter 6 we describe the work performed for identifying relevant paragraphs. For each of 

the methods we implement we present the set of results we obtain. In the end we make a 

comparison of the performance indicators obtained using each of the algorithms. 

 Chapter 7 exposes several techniques we use in order to find a proper position where to insert 

the new content identified as being worth to be transcendent from one language to another. 

 Finally, in Chapter 8 we present our conclusions and we give some ideas about a possible future 

work.  
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2 Background 
In this chapter the general concepts are defined and a brief exposure of the scientific background is 

explained. The subject of this thesis is related to several areas from the field of the Natural Language 

Processing, Machine Learning and Information Retrieval. 

2.1 Natural Language Processing 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a Computer Science field that is related with the interaction 

between human languages and computers. This area of research connects with topics from both 

Artificial Intelligence and Linguistics.  

In the field of NLP, Automatic Summarization is one of the research problems which aims to reduce a 

text document by the mean of computer software in order to create a summary by keeping the most 

relevant information. For the purpose of this thesis the main task is to find the relevant information 

from an article. This job can be seen as trying to identify the most important content in order to form 

a text summary. 

There are several approaches to annotate a sequence of characters, the main ones are based on regular 

expressions, classifiers or sequence models.  

The low-level techniques are the ones considering the form of a word and allow the extraction of certain 

key facts like dates and entities by using mostly unsupervised techniques (i.e. hand written regular 

expressions).  

Named Entity Recognition is the task of NLP having as main purpose to find and classify the tokens from 

a given text. The words can be annotated as being a date, person, location, organization etc. 

Machine Translation (MT) is a NLP topic of research having as main objective the study of automatically 

translating text from one natural language to another. Currently there are several types of Machine 

Translators, the main ones are Rule – based Machine Translators (RBMT) and Statistical Machine 

Translators (SMT). Rule – based Machine Translators use a vast amount of rules developed by humans 

according to the grammar (Hutchins 1986). Due to this fact, the translation when it is performed it is 

quite precise, but they lack in vocabulary terms (Arnold 1993). 

Statistical Machine Translators (SMT) are built starting from parallel corpora. The system needs a 

collection of translated texts (parallel corpus) when it is trained. Once the model is trained, a search 

algorithm finds the translation with the highest probability among the number of possible choices. 

Basically, all the terms from the training corpus are recognized, but the grammar can be imprecise. The 
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implication of this fact is that with a restricted domain areas and a big amount of parallel corpus good 

performance can be achieved. The main issue is that parallel corpora in all language pairs are difficult 

to obtain and they are not specialized in all subject areas. 

The purpose of this work is not to train a SMT. However, the final paragraphs identified as important 

should be translated in the target language. For this task previously trained SMT can be used.  

2.2 Machine Learning 

Machine Learning (ML) is the field of Computer Science having as main area of interest the transfer of 

knowledge to computers. ML studies and explores algorithms aiming to learn from data. 

2.2.1 Classifiers 

The classification problem is defined in the field of Machine Learning and Statistics as the identification 

of the group to which a new observation belongs. The set of groups is previously defined and a model 

is previously trained and validated. 

There are two types of classifiers that can be successfully used for certain given cases. One is the 

generative and the other one is the discriminative classifier. The generative one learn a model of the 

joint probability 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦), having as input 𝑥 and the label 𝑦 and picks up the most likely label 𝑦. To do so, 

it uses the Bayes rules to compute all 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) (Ng and Jordan 2002). The difference of the discriminative 

classifiers comparing to the generative ones is that a direct map from 𝑥 to the corresponding label 𝑦 is 

learnt and the posterior probability 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) is directly modeled (Ng and Jordan 2002). 

An example of generative classifier is the Naïve Bayes. Traditionally, this method is used for text 

categorization: it is able to classify a piece of text into categories (e.g. News, Business, Sports, Lifestyle). 

Named Entity Recognition is a technique used to. This problem is very similar to the NER where the goal 

is to analyze a word sequence and label the tokens as organizations (ORG), persons (PER) or locations 

(LOC). This is one of the reasons for which Text Categorization can also be treated as a classification 

problem (Jurafsky and Manning 2009). 

The Principle of the Maximum Entropy states that the probability distribution that best describe a state 

of knowledge is the one that maximizes the entropy (level of uncertainty). The Maximum Entropy 

(Maxent) classifier is based on the principle with the same name. Unlike the Naïve Bayes classifier 

described in the previous paragraph, the Maxent Classifier does not make any assumption about the 

independency of the features of the training data. Several models that describe this data are generated 

and the selected one has the largest entropy (the biggest amount of uncertainty).  
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Evaluating the sequence per-token is not satisfactory because any user wants complete entity names. 

So this is why classifying individual tokens is not sufficient. In next section are presented the models 

used for sequence tagging. 

2.2.2 Sequence Models  

The sequence labeling problem is focused on determining a label/state for a given sequence of 

observations/features. Most of the algorithms used for this task are probabilistic. A sequence model is 

a statistical approach used to solve the sequence labeling problem. 

The ML approach to the sequence modeling for NER supposes two main steps. The first one is training. 

This supposes having a representative collection of training data labeled properly from which 

appropriate features of the text are extracted. A sequence classifier is built to predict the labels from 

the data (Jurafsky and Manning 2009). The second phase of the ML approach is the testing. At this point 

a new collection of data (also previously labeled, but unseen at training time) is analyzed and the 

sequence model is used to label the new set of tokens. The recognized entities form the best output 

we can get with a classifier using the input data. 

Some of the most common models used for sequence labeling are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), 

Conditional Markov Models (CMMs) also known as the Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) 

and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Jurafsky and Manning 2009). 

The HMMs and the CMMs are very similar in the sense that both make only one decision at a time. The 

main difference is that the last one is conditioned on evidence from the previous decisions and 

observations while the HMMs do not consider previous states, these ones are “hidden” to the model 

when making a new decision. Unlike the techniques based on Markov Models, with CRFs a whole 

sequence is labeled rather than a single token at a time.  

2.3 Information Retrieval 

Information Retrieval is a Computer Science field that has as main task to identify certain documents 

related to a given query. The field is related to many other areas from Computer Science, the main ones 

are: Databases, NLP, Algorithm Design and Analysis, Data Structures, Data Mining, Machine Learning.  

There are many subjects from Information Retrieval used in this work. The main ones are: 

1. Indexing 

2. Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf) 

3. Page Rank 
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Indexing refers to the technique of finding key tokens that best describe a document and store this data 

to facilitate the information retrieval. In this work similar techniques are used to find key words that 

best describe a certain Wikipedia article. The sentences which contain them are labeled as being 

relevant. More details about this technique are covered in detail in Section 3.2.2 where Text Rank is 

described. 

 Term frequency–inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is a measure for saying how important a word is 

to a document and it is based on two principles. First, the frequency of a term in a document and a 

query about the same term are related. Second, not all the terms are equally informative and the most 

discriminative power belongs to the most uncommon words. Basically, this is a way to assign a weight 

to terms based on their frequencies in both the query and the document. 

Formally, suppose 𝑑1, 𝑑2, … 𝑑𝐷  are documents and 𝑡1, 𝑡2, … 𝑡𝑇  are terms. The tf-idf is computed as:   

 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑗  ( 2.1 ) 

   
Where 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗 = normalized term frequency of 𝑡𝑗 in 𝑑𝑖  and 𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑗 = inverse document frequency of 𝑡𝑗. 

Page Rank is an algorithm used to compute the relevance of web pages considering how many pages 

point to it and how many are pointed by it (Brin and Page 1998). This algorithm is used by the Google 

Search Engine to measure the importance of the web pages. In this work the algorithm is used for a 

different task. The relevance of a given word or of a paragraph is computed instead of the relevance of 

a page (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004). 

In this work are presented different ways to build, validate and test classifiers aiming to detect if a 

certain paragraph is important or not to a given topic. For the purpose of this work binary classifiers are 

used. A binary classifier is a model who has a binary variable as target. To evaluate the performance of 

a given model or classifier built in the area of Information Retrieval and Machine Learning there are 

several possible measurements and techniques that can be used. The ones used in this work are 

presented next. 

2.3.1 Similarity Measures 

A preliminary step for identifying the relevant information from a given pair of articles is to decide which 

information already exists and exclude it. For this purpose the following similarity measures are used. 

o Length model 

The length model is a method aiming to identify parallel corpus from different languages. Basically a 

model is trained using the lengths of the paragraphs and it is used after to identify parallel paragraphs 

in the new corpora. This model was previously implemented in the TACARDI project and it was first 
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introduced in (Pouliquen, Steinberger and Ignat 2003). The main goal of the length factor is to identify 

semantic text similarity by using a length factor calculated using the following formula:  

 

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑙𝑓(𝑑1, 𝑑2) = 𝑒

−0.5

(

 

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑑1
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑑2

 − 𝜇

𝜎

)

 

2

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑑1, 𝑑2) 

( 2.2 )  

                                                                         

Where 𝜇 is the average and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the length factor on the training set 

(Pouliquen, Steinberger and Ignat 2003). 

o Character 𝑛-grams 

Character 𝑛-grams is a method used traditionally for document indexing (Mcnamee and Mayfield 

2004). Basically a word, sentence, paragraph or an entire document is divided in chunks of length n. At 

each step the starting position increases by 1 and the 𝑛-grams have n-1 overleaping characters. The 

method does not take into account punctuation signs. Consider for example the sentence “Millions rally 

for unity in France”. The case-folding is applied first and the 6-grams obtained from this sentence are 

the following: { millio, illion, llions, lions, ions_r, ons_ra, ns_ral, s_rall, _rally, rally_, ally_f, lly_fo, ly_for, 

y_for_, _for_ u, for_un, or_uni, r_unit, _unity, unity_, nity_i, ity_in, ty_in_, y_in_f, _in_fr, in_fra, n_fran, 

_franc, france}.  

2.3.2 Evaluation Technique 

To evaluate the results the following Information Retrieval measurements are used: Precision, Recall 

and the 𝐹1 score. The precision is the proportion of relevant entities from the retrieved ones and the 

recall is the proportion of relevant entities that are found from the total number of relevant documents. 

For the purpose of this thesis, the precision represents the number of important paragraphs from the 

selected ones and the recall is the number of important paragraphs which were found from the set of 

relevant ones. Formally, suppose we have three sets: TP, FP, FN, where TP (true positives) represent 

the important paragraphs found, FN (false negatives) the important ones not retrieved and FP (false 

positives) the ones that are irrelevant and were retrieved. The precision and recall are computed as 

following (Jurafsky and Manning, Speech and Language Processing: An Introduction to Natural 

Language Processing, Speech Recognition, and Computational Linguistics. 2nd edition 2009): 

 𝑃 = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 
;    𝑅 =  

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 ( 2.3 ) 

 

A combined way to understand the performance of a model is the F-measure. This one assesses the 

tradeoff between the precision and the recall. The F-measure is computed as the weighted harmonic 

mean between these two measures (Jurafsky and Manning 2009): 
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 𝐹 =  
1

𝛼
1
𝑃
+ (1 −  𝛼)

1
𝑅

=  
(𝛽2 + 1)𝑃𝑅

𝛽2𝑃 + 𝑅
, 𝛼 =

1

𝛽2 + 1
 ( 2.4 ) 

 

For the purpose of this work we want to give the same weight to precision and to recall. If we retrieve 

less content then what is important, from the point of view of the contributor this is not an issue (less 

content will be needed to be added). However, from the reader point of view if some important content 

is missing, he/she might have difficulties on finding the information he/she needs. So the weights for 

the F-measure are = 0.5 , implicitly 𝛽 = 1 and the formula above can be rewritten as: 

 𝐹1 =
2𝑃𝑅

𝑃 + 𝑅
 ( 2.5 ) 
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3 State of the Art 
In this chapter the similar research made previously in the same area of this thesis is exposed. The work 

is presented in comparison with the methods used by us and both their advantages and disadvantages 

are highlighted. 

Previously in the literature a similar work to the current one has been done (Yeung, Duh and Nagata 

2011). The previous research considers aligning sentences from different languages, the extraction of 

the missing content and the insertion of it in the target article. In our case the focus is on extracting 

only the important content. Another big difference is that paragraphs and not sentences are 

considered. The biggest impact this decision has is at the insertion point. At sentence level it is more 

difficult to have proper alignments then it is at paragraph level (Yeung, Duh and Nagata 2011). 

The main purpose of this prototype is to identify the relevant information present in one Wikipedia 

version and propose it to a contributor to be added to another language. To achieve this goal there are 

several steps to follow, as described in Section 1.3.  

3.1 Fragment Alignment 

In this section the different possible ways to find parallel fragments from Wikipedia articles are covered. 

This step is needed in order to locate common paragraphs and to avoid inserting the same information 

several times. 

3.1.1 Similarity Measures 

One way to solve the paragraph alignment task is by using the similarity measures defined in Section 

2.3.1. 

The 𝑛-grams technique was previously considered in the space of both monolingual and translingual 

analysis (Mcnamee and Mayfield 2004). The monolingual analysis has a preliminary step in which the 

paragraph from the source language is translated into the target one. Considering 𝑝 and 𝑞 are two 

paragraphs in languages 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 , 𝑝 ∈ 𝐿1 and 𝑞 ∈  𝐿2, 𝐿1 ≠ 𝐿2, the preprocessing step translates 

paragraph 𝑝 from language 𝐿1 into 𝑝′, 𝑝′ ∈ 𝐿2. After having obtained the pair (𝑝′, 𝑞), both paragraphs 

are divided in 𝑛-grams. Usually 𝑛 is between 3 and 5, maximum performance is obtained with 𝑛 = 4 or 

𝑛 = 5 (Mcnamee and Mayfield 2004). The last step is to count how many 𝑛-grams are in common and 

to set a threshold for considering the two paragraphs as being similar. 

The Trans lingual analysis applies the same principle described above, but does not consider the 

preliminary step when the article from the source language is translated into the target one. It was 
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proven that 𝑛-grams tokenization double the efficiency of using cognates (see Section 5.2 for details 

regarding the cognates) for some of the European languages because the number of 𝑛-tokens that 

match is bigger than the number of words that match (Mcnamee and Mayfield 2004).   

Previously at UPC a research was made having as main purpose the comparison of several cross-lingual 

retrieval methods (Barrón-Cedeño, et al. 2014). Due to the fact that the no-translation techniques 

presented in Section 2.3.1 were proven to be highly accurate for the alignment task, they are used for 

the purpose of this prototype. 

3.1.2 Common Hyperlinks 

This technique is based on the belief that if two sentences link to the same entities (in this case they 

share a link to the same article from Wikipedia), they are considered to be similar (Adafre and Rijke 

2006). Considering 𝑎 and 𝑏 two sentences from two different languages 𝐿1 and 𝐿2, 𝐿1 ≠ 𝐿2, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐿1 

and 𝑏 ∈ 𝐿2. If 𝑎 contains a hyperlink to article 𝐴1 ∈ 𝐿1 and 𝑏 contains one to article 𝐴2 ∈ 𝐿2 and both 

articles 𝐴1, 𝐴2 are about the same topic, than 𝑎 and 𝑏 are related. 

In previous research a simplified model based on the common hyperlinks was built and it has been 

proven to be less efficient than the previous ones presented when used alone (Barrón-Cedeño, et al. 

2014). 

3.2 Information Extraction 

The missing paragraphs are found by taking the conjunction after having aligned the parallel corpora. 

But this can lead to a big amount of information to be analyzed by a user and the prototype can be 

more helpful than this. By ML techniques there are ways to find the relevant information from the 

missing paragraphs. In the literature this task is called information extraction and supposes to identify 

the relevant ideas from a given text. This task can be accomplished by low level techniques or high level 

techniques, covered in this section. 

3.2.1 Regular Expressions 

One of the most important thing related to a given article are the historical facts related to it. With this 

particular method it is possible to identify key tokens in the given text like dates, phone numbers, 

software names etc. by manually building a set of regular expressions. For more complex regular 

expressions an automatic way to build them can be used (Li, Krishnamurthy and Raghava 2008), but for 

the purpose of this work only date key words are considered for extraction and the regular expressions 

are built manually. This topic is covered with greater detail in Section 6.2. 
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A more sophisticated approach for solving the NER problem is by using supervised learning techniques 

like classifiers or sequence models. 

3.2.2 Text Rank 

Another approach for finding relevant information is to use a technique called Text Rank (Mihalcea and 

Tarau 2004). This one applies an algorithm similar to Page Rank (Brin and Page 1998) for extracting the 

most relevant information from a text. The main advantage of this method comparing to the traditional 

ones used for information extraction presented in Chapter 2 is that it does not require a big amount of 

training data in order to work properly. 

A formal definition of the Page Rank algorithm is the following: 

Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a directed graph, 𝑉 – the set of vertices and 𝐸 – set of edges, 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑉 × 𝑉 . For a 

given vertex 𝑉𝑖, let 𝐼𝑛(𝑉𝑖) be the set of predecessors (vertices that point to it), and let 𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑉𝑖) the set 

of successors (vertices that are pointed by 𝑉𝑖). The vertex 𝑉𝑖 has an associated score defined as follows 

(Brin and Page 1998): 

 𝑆(𝑉𝑖) = (1 − 𝑑) + 𝑑 ∗ ∑
1

|𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑉𝑗)|
𝑆(𝑉𝑗)

𝑗 ∈𝐼𝑛(𝑉𝑖)

 ( 3.1 ) 

 

where 𝑑 ∈ [0,1] is a factor used to incorporate into the model the probability of accessing from a given 

vertex another random one from the graph. 

In Web surfing this algorithm of ranking based on a graph is implementing the “random surfer model”, 

where a user clicks on links at random with probability 𝑑 and goes to a completely new page with 

probability 1 − 𝑑. This factor is usually set to 0.85 (Brin and Page 1998) and the same value was used 

in the implementation of the Text Rank. 

The Text Rank can be applied to individual words or to sentences. The word ranking outputs the key 

words ranked while the sentence rank outputs the top sentences ordered by their importance. 

3.2.3 Word Rank 

The Work Rank traditionally outputs the key words from a document (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004), but 

for the purpose of this work these ones will not be used to index the document, but to extract the 

sentences that contain them. The idea behind this technique is that the most important sentences will 

contain the most important words. A related technique based on tf-idf is presented in Section 6.5. 
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A preliminary step in obtaining the key words is to use a syntactic filter. Basically, the text is syntactically 

annotated and only nouns and verbs are passed (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004). This method could also be 

restricted only to nouns.  

For ranking the key words a graph has to be built. The vertices set is formally represented by all the 

words who passed the syntactic filter described above. The edges could be defined as any relation that 

can be defined between two lexical units. This can be similar answering the question “Who did what to 

whom when?”. In (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004) a co-occurrence relation is used. This is defined as a 

relation between two words that occur together in a window of 𝑁 consecutive words, where 𝑁 is a 

value between 2 and 10. 

Evaluation method for Word Rank 

The evaluation methods used to certify this algorithm in the original paper are the precision-recall and 

𝐹1 score indicators from Information Retrieval explained above. This ones are ran in comparison with a 

supervised learning technique that looks at a set of four features to find candidate key words: (1) 

frequency of the word within the document, (2) frequency of the word within the collection, (3) the 

relative position of the first occurrence of a given word, (4) tagging the words with the corresponding 

part of speech and considering the sequence obtained (Hulth 2003). 

3.2.4 Sentence Rank 

The sentence rank also needs a graph, and the vertices this time are the sentences themselves. The 

edges are connecting all vertices between them and are weighted by the similarity between the two 

sentences they link. This weight is a simple count of the common tokens (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004): 

Given the sentences 𝑆𝑖 and 𝑆𝑗 , represented by the set of 𝑁𝑖  words that appear in the sentence: 𝑆𝑖 =

𝑤1
𝑖 , 𝑤2

𝑖 , … , 𝑤|𝑁𝑖|
𝑖  , the similarity between 𝑆𝑖 and 𝑆𝑗 is formalized by the following formula (Mihalcea and 

Tarau 2004): 

 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑆𝑖 , 𝑆𝑗) =  
|{𝑤𝑘|𝑤𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝑖&𝑤𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝑗}|

log(|𝑆𝑖|) + log (|𝑆𝑗|)
 ( 3.2 ) 

 

A normalization factor is also used in order not to give too much credit to the long phrases.  

Evaluation method for Sentence Rank 

This algorithm was previously evaluated by running on single-documents summarization tasks. The 

output was a 100-words summary. In (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004) the evaluation method is a system 
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called Rouge based on 𝑁-grams statistics. The output of this system is very close to human evaluation 

(Hovy, Lin and Zhou 2006). 

3.2.5 Language Comparison 

Another approach to identify the important content is by comparing different versions of Wikipedia. 

This comparison can be made in the monolingual space by identifying the new content added in a given 

article. This can be achieved by aligning the actual version of an article with older ones (from previous 

years). For this case, the relevant content is defined as the new one.  

It is also possible to analyze the content in a translingual space. This approach was also considered in 

the research developed for building Omnipedia (Bao, et al. 2012). This system is able to compare articles 

of Wikipedia in several languages and outputs the languages where given topics are covered. 

For the Omnipedia prototype it is possible to use translingual technique by looking at topics present in 

more than one language and insert it into different versions where this information is missing. By the 

use of Omnipedia (Bao, et al. 2012) both the alignment and the identification of the relevant topics can 

be accomplished. 

3.3 Paragraph Insertion 

The paragraph insertion refers to the position within the target article where a certain paragraph 

marked as important in the source has to be inserted. The simplest way to do this is by letting the 

contributor to choose the correct position, but there are also some semi-automatic ways to determine 

it. In the literature a similar task has been implemented (Yeung, Duh and Nagata 2011). The methods 

considered were three: the manual insertion, an insertion via similarity – based alignments and label 

propagation.  

3.3.1 Manual insertion 

The manual insertion can be difficult to apply if the articles are long. It can be more complicated for a 

user to insert new content if he has to read big amounts of text to find the best position for the new 

content. On the other hand, leaving the contributor to choose the final position of the paragraph to be 

inserted leads to a more flexible approach. In our work semi-automatic insertion methods are 

combined with this one in the sense that we suggest an insertion position in the target and it is up to 

the final contributor if it should be placed there or not.  

3.3.2 Similarity – based Alignments 

This method uses the alignments of the sentences to insert the new content (Yeung, Duh and Nagata 

2011). The only difference in our work is that when making the alignments the paragraphs are selected 

and not the sentences. There is a main issue still to be considered: if the alignments are concentrated 
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more in a particular area of the article (usually in the introduction part), all the new insertions will be 

made after that.  

Formally speaking, if 𝑥 is a paragraph, a function 𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑥) is defined as being the number of paragraphs 

preceding 𝑥. When analyzing the articles 𝑎 and 𝑏 if a new paragraph 𝑝𝑎
′  is found in 𝑎 and it has to be 

inserted in 𝑏 then we search for two aligned paragraphs, 𝑝𝑎  ∈ 𝑎, 𝑝𝑏  ∈ 𝑏, such that the position 

𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑝𝑎) is the biggest one that accomplishes the relation 𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑝𝑎) < 𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑝𝑎
′ ). At this point the 

translation 𝑝𝑏
′  corresponding to the paragraph 𝑝𝑎

′  will be inserted in article 𝑏 at position 𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑏) + 1. 

Figure 3.1 gives a graphical illustration of this concept. 

 aligned paragraphs 𝑝𝑏 

𝑝𝑎  𝑝𝑏
′  

 Insertion  

𝑝𝑎
′    

Article 𝑎  Article 𝑏 

Figure 3.1: Paragraph insertion by similarity alignment 

3.3.3 Label Propagation 

This method is more complex than the previous two presented. It is very close to running a Markov 

Chain over a graph.  

For clarifying the way this concept is applied consider articles 𝑎 and 𝑏 from two languages 𝐿1 

and 𝐿2, 𝐿1 ≠ 𝐿2, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐿1 and 𝑏 ∈ 𝐿2.  

A graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) is built in the following way: all the sentences from 𝑎 and 𝑏 are placed as vertices 

in 𝑉. 𝐸 contains weighted edges and the weights are computed in the following ways: 

1. ∀ 𝑠𝑎  ∈ 𝑎  and ∀ 𝑠𝑏  ∈ 𝑏, ∃𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 so that 𝑤𝑒 = 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑠𝑎, 𝑠𝑏), where 𝑠𝑖𝑚 is the similarity 

between sentences 𝑠𝑎 and 𝑠𝑏 

2. ∀ 𝑠𝑎1 , 𝑠𝑎2  ∈ 𝑎, if 𝑠𝑎1and 𝑠𝑎2 are from the same paragraph ∃𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 so that 𝑤𝑒 =

1/𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑠𝑎1 , 𝑠𝑎2), where 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑠𝑎1 , 𝑠𝑎2) is a function counting the sentences between 𝑠𝑎1 and 

𝑠𝑎2 

3. If 𝑠𝑎1  and 𝑠𝑎2  are from different paragraphs then the weight of the edge from 𝑠𝑎1  and 𝑠𝑎2 is 0 

and no edge is inserted in 𝐸 

After building the graph in the way described above all the sentences from the target article, in this 

case 𝑎, are labeled with +1 and the labels are propagated over a Markov Chain computation over the 

graph according to the similarities of the edges (Yeung, Duh and Nagata 2011). 
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The insertion of the new sentence is done at the position after the target sentence with the maximum 

label value. Intuitively, the aligned sentences with big similarities have more probability to be chosen 

as points of insertion (Yeung, Duh and Nagata 2011). 

This method has several weak points with respect to our work: 

1. The context is not considered. Sentences that have no relationship one with another can be 

inserted consecutively just because one of them has a big probability to be similar to a source 

sentence.  

2. We do not compute the similarities of the sentences, but the ones between paragraphs. This 

thing leads to no edges between the vertices corresponding to the source language because 

there are no edges between paragraphs. In the proposed model only the edges between the 

sentences were considered.   
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4 The Evaluation Corpora 
In this chapter we describe the process of extracting Wikipedia articles, cleaning them and annotate 

them to mark the parallel paragraphs and to highlight if one paragraph is relevant or not. There are two 

sets used for evaluating this work: one is from a previous study developed in the context of the TACARDI 

project and the other is extracted for the purpose of this work. 

4.1 Sentence-Level Annotation 

A previous research work was developed having as main focus the extract of parallel sentences in 

Wikipedia. For this purpose a set of articles was extracted and it was previously annotated to mark the 

parallel sentences with the scope of developing training corpus for a SMT (Boldoba 2014). The articles 

used in this work are written in English and Spanish having as main subject three areas: Science, 

Computer Science and Sports. A total of 30 articles were annotated by two volunteers each and an 

agreement measure between the annotations was computed in order to decide if the test set was valid 

or not. 

Due to the fact that these articles were annotated at sentence level and in the current work the analysis 

is performed at paragraph level we had to perform an integration step before using this corpus. To 

solve this issue the original articles were retrieved from the static version of Wikipedia stored at UPC. 

The articles were first divided into paragraphs and each paragraph was analyzed at sentence level if a 

minimum of 70% of the sentences were considered parallel, then the paragraphs were considered to 

be also parallel. 

Due to the fact that these two sets of articles are only annotated for article alignment purpose it is 

necessary to make a new annotation of the importance of each paragraph. This task was executed in 

the same way as for the ones described in next section. 

4.2 Paragraph-Level Annotation 

From the static Wikipedia edition locally stored a total number of 42 articles were extracted as follows: 

- 17 articles from the 2010 Wikipedia English edition and the corresponding ones from the 2010 

Romanian one. 

- 25 articles from the 2013 Wikipedia English edition and the corresponding ones from the 2013 

Spanish one 

The articles we extracted cover different topics from the fields of Computer Science, Chemistry, 

Geography and Biographies, respectively (see Appendix B for the complete list of articles).  

4.2.1 Preprocessing  

For applying the algorithms described in this work the data has to be in plain text. The articles we 

extracted from Wikipedia contain additional metadata which has to be cleaned for the proper flow of 
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the similarity and the selection of relevant paragraphs techniques which are applied later. This 

metadata is also called Wiki markup5 and is an alternative to HTML to write wiki – based websites.  

 
a. wiki markup of the article 

 
b. Original article as seen in web browser (April 2015) 

Figure 4.1 Example of visualization of the article "Cameroon" in English 

                                                           
55 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki_markup  
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Figure 4.1 contains an example of wiki markup and how this text is displayed in a web browser. We 

used JWPL (Java Wikipedia Library)6 to clean this kind of text obtained from the database. This library 

allows the access to the Wikipedia articles in structured form via Java objects. Using this tool it is 

possible to access the content at different levels (like sections, paragraphs or table of contents).  

For our work we access the articles at paragraph level using the JWPL package and we store them locally 

in plain text format. This improves the runtime complexity for testing due to the fact that a database 

access is no more needed.  

4.2.2 Annotation 

For evaluation purposes we need to have a valid reference regarding the alignments and the relevance 

of the paragraphs. With the current research progress this can be obtained only by of human 

annotations. For this work two volunteers annotated the articles by hand. 

As a preliminary step all the cleaned articles were exported to CSV format. Each of the annotators 

visualize the data on a spreadsheet. The articles were then annotated by hand for both alignment and 

importance assessment.  

Table 4.1: Paragraph Relevance Annotation 

Serialization 1 

In computer science, in the context of data storage and transmission, serialization is the 
process of translating data structures or object state into a format that can be stored (for 
example, in a file or memory buffer, or transmitted across a network connection link) and 
resurrected later in the same or another computer environment. 

1 

Marshall Cline. 0 

C++ FAQ: "What's this "serialization" thing all about?" 0 

It lets you take an object or group of objects, put them on a disk or send them through a 
wire or wireless transport mechanism, then later, perhaps on another computer, reverse 
the process: resurrect the original object(s). The basic mechanisms are to flatten object(s) 
into a one-dimensional stream of bits, and to turn that stream of bits back into the original 
object(s). When the resulting series of bits is reread according to the serialization format, 
it can be used to create a semantically identical clone of the original object. For many 
complex objects, such as those that make extensive use of references, this process is not 
straightforward. Serialization of object-oriented objects does not include any of their 
associated methods with which they were previously inextricably linked. 

1 

This process of serializing an object is also called deflating or marshalling an object. How 
to marshal an object to a remote server by value by using Visual Basic 2005 or Visual Basic 
.NET Because you are serializing the whole object to the server (marshaling by value), the 
code will execute in the server's process. The opposite operation, extracting a data 
structure from a series of bytes, is deserialization (which is also called inflating or 
unmarshalling). 

1 

                                                           
6 https://code.google.com/p/jwpl/ 
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In the case of importance, the output classes were 1 if a given paragraph is considered relevant and 0 

otherwise (See Table 4.2Table 5.2). We mention that only the English paragraphs were annotated this 

way. The other two languages were considered only as target. 

Table 4.2 Example of parallel annotation for article “Elie Wiesel” in Romanian 

Elie Wiesel 1 

Elie (Eliezer) Wiesel (n. 30 septembrie 1928, Sighetu Marmației) este un scriitor și ziarist 
în limbile franceză, engleză, idiș și ebraică, eseist și filosof umanist, activist în domeniul 
drepturilor omului, evreu american supraviețuitor al Holocaustului. În anul 1986 a fost 
distins cu Premiul Nobel pentru Pace. În anul 1996 a fost numit membru al Academiei 
Americane de Artă şi Literatură, iar din anul 2001 a fost ales membru de onoare al 
Academiei Române. 

3 

A publicat 57 de cărți - cea mai celebră fiind «Noaptea», o descriere autobiografică despre 
viața în lagărele de exterminare naziste. 

0 

Elie Wiesel s-a născut în România, ca al treilea copil și singurul băiat dintre cei patru copii 
ai lui Șlomo și Sara Wiesel, într-o familie de evrei care aveau o băcănie în Sighet, județul 
Maramureș (interbelic). Sara provenea dintr-un sat de lângă Sighet, fiica unui agricultor, 
David (Dudi) Feig, care aparținea de curentul hasidic al rabinilor din Vijnița. Orașul Sighet 
avea în perioada aceea o majoritate evreiască de 38,6%. 

0 

 

Table 4.3 Example of parallel annotation for article “Elie Wiesel” in English 

Elie Wiesel -1 

Eliezer "Elie" Wiesel KBE (born September 30, 1928) Elie Wiesel is a writer, professor, 
political activist, Nobel Laureate and Holocaust survivor.  He is the author of 57 books, the 
best known of which is Night, a memoir that describes his experiences during the 
Holocaust and his imprisonment in several concentration camps. His diverse range of 
other writings offer powerful and poetic contributions to literature, theology, and his own 
articulation of Jewish spirituality today. 

0 

When Wiesel was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986, the Norwegian Nobel 
Committee called him a "messenger to mankind," noting that through his struggle to 
come to terms with "his own personal experience of total humiliation and of the utter 
contempt for humanity shown in Hitler's death camps," as well as his "practical work in 
the cause of peace," Wiesel had delivered a powerful message "of peace, atonement and 
human dignity" to humanity.1986 Nobel Peace Prize Press Release 

-1 

 

For the parallel paragraphs we always consider English as a source and Romanian or Spanish as a target. 

The paragraphs from the source are annotated with 0 if there is no correspondent in the target or -1 if 

there is a parallel paragraph in the target. On the other hand, the paragraphs from the target are 

marked with the correspondent position from the source if there is any or with 0 if no paragraph can 

be aligned with it. (See Table 4.2 and Table 4.3). The reason we decided to do it this way is because 

some of the paragraph from the source can be aligned with more than one paragraph in the target. 
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Four different topics were considered for analysis when we extracted the articles and it is important to 

mention that humans have a subjective point of view when referring to what is relevant. The persons 

who annotated the articles for our case are specialized in Computer Science and they have basic 

knowledge of Chemistry, Geography and Biographies.  

After each person marked the articles we had to compare the annotations. If they matched, we 

integrated them and if they did not, we asked the annotators to find an agreement. In Table 4.4 we 

present a summary of the data set after the annotations. 

Table 4.4: Annotated Paragraphs 

Parallel Annotated Paragraphs (in source) 349 

Relevant Annotated Paragraphs (in source) 1242 

Number of Paragraphs in Target 1267 

Number of Paragraphs in Source 1543 

TOTAL PARAGRAPHS 2810 
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5 Text Alignment 
In the context of one pair of Wikipedia articles both of them referring to the same subject, but being 

written in different languages, we consider as missing information all the paragraphs present in only 

one of the articles. One of our main objectives is to identify this kind of content from a given Wikipedia 

edition. In order to do this, first it is needed to compare the two articles paragraph by paragraph and 

to identify the parallel paragraphs using different similarity techniques. By taking the complementary 

of this subset of paragraphs we obtain the missing content. 

The purpose of this chapter is to detail several methods used for aligning the articles and finding the 

parallel paragraphs (see Section 3.1 for theoretical details regarding the article alignment techniques). 

A previous comparison between some of these approaches for finding similarities between articles was 

previously analyzed and the best performance was obtained by combining different methods and not 

by a unique one (Barrón-Cedeño, et al. 2014). 

5.1 Length Model 

5.1.1 Description 

This model is based on the presumption that there exists a ratio between the lengths of a given amount 

of text when this one is translated from one language to another. Supposing the text 𝑡 in language 𝐿 is 

translated into text 𝑡′ in language 𝐿′, this presumption says that there exists an approximate ratio 

between 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑡) and 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑡′), where 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑋) is defined as the number of characters from 

text 𝑋. Considering that the sizes of the texts in languages 𝐿 and 𝐿′ are similar if the content is similar 

is a strong assumption and for sentence level it is even more difficult if we think at how many ones have 

similar lengths. However, this simple method seems to perform very well in combination with other 

individual approaches like cognates or character 𝑛-grams (Barrón-Cedeño, et al. 2014). This happens 

mainly due to the fact that the Wikipedia articles which are compared link to the same entity in the real 

world. Basically, the topic is the same and the various facts related to a given subject are limited.  

This approach might work also for other cases where we compare a different kind of content like books 

or news articles. It could be applied even to some of the Asian languages, but it is still complicated to 

apply it to Chinese for example, where entire words from European languages translate into individual 

signs (i.e. book - 书).  

For the length model to be applied we need to compute the mean and the standard deviation of the 

lengths. For finding these values a training parallel corpus is needed and a model has to be trained. In 
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our case this work was previously performed (Barrón-Cedeño, et al. 2014) and the coefficients were 

already computed for some language pairs (see Table 5.1).  

Table 5.1: Mean and standard deviation values for different language pairs, as adjusted at training 
time for the length model 

Language Pair Mean Standard Deviation 

Cz-En 1.085 0.273 

De-En 0.961 0.463 

En-Cz 0.972 0.245 

En-De 1.176 0.926 

En-Es 1.133 0.415 

En-Fr 1.158 0.411 

En-Ru 1.157 0.678 

Es-En 0.926 0.441 

Fr-En 0.914 0.313 

Ru-En 1.069 0.668 

 

To apply this model first we need to define the language pair for which the comparison is going to be 

made. We need to define a source and a target language. In this case, the longest article (in terms of 

number of paragraphs) is selected as being the source and the smallest one as being the target. The 

second step is to use the mean and the standard deviation values for the corresponding language pair. 

These two values are parameters of the model and they are used in Equation ( 2.2 ) . 

A preliminary step for this approach is to divide the articles into paragraphs and to compute the 

Cartesian product of them. Given two articles 𝐴1 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑛) and 𝐴2 = (𝑞1, 𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑚), where 

𝑝1..𝑛 and 𝑞1..𝑚 are the set of paragraphs of 𝐴1  and 𝐴2 respectively, the Cartesian product is defined as 

follows: 

 𝐴1 × 𝐴2 = [(𝑝1, 𝑞1), (𝑝1, 𝑞2),… (𝑝𝑛, 𝑞𝑚)] ( 5.1 ) 

 

For each of the pairs a length factor is computed and at the end of the iteration we obtain a matrix 

corresponding to the estimations for each of the pairs. To pick up the most likely estimation for each 

paragraph the maximum value from the matrix is extracted: 

 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑞𝑗) = max ((𝑝1, 𝑞𝑗), (𝑝2, 𝑞𝑗), … (𝑝𝑛, 𝑞𝑗)) ( 5.2 ) 
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If this value is larger than a given threshold then it is considered that the paragraph has a corresponding 

one in the source article (the pair (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑞𝑗) is aligned).  

Notice that one paragraph can be aligned to several others (𝑝𝑖  is not a uniquely selected and can be 

considered as a good alignment to several paragraphs 𝑞𝑗). Due to this fact the alignments from target 

to source are selected. This way there will be no paragraphs from the target aligned with more than 

one paragraph from the source. The opposite is not true. As explained above, the paragraphs are not 

uniquely selected and it is possible to have the same paragraph 𝑝𝑖  form the source aligned to more 

than one paragraph from the target. 

The output of this comparison between the articles are two vectors. One has the length of the source 

article (number of paragraphs from the source article) and the second one has the length of the target 

(also the number of paragraphs). By the means of these two vectors basically each paragraph is mapped 

to an integer value. 

The mapping between the source and the corresponding integer values is done in the following way: 

 0 – corresponds to unmapped paragraphs (the ones that do not have a correspondent in the 

target article) 

 −1 – corresponds to mapped paragraphs (the ones that have a correspondent in the target 

article) 

There is also a mapping of the target paragraphs to integers. This one however gives more information 

about the alignments to the source article. The mapping to integers is made in the following way: 

 0 – corresponds to unmapped paragraphs (similar to the source vector, if there is no similar 

paragraph in the source article to the one from the target) 

 𝑖 – if there is an alignment between the target paragraph and a source one, 𝑖 is the position of 

the source paragraph that corresponds to given one from the target 

Consider, for example, the vectors (0,0,−1,0,−1,0,0) and (0,3,0,5,0,3) – see Figure 5.1 for a graphical 

representation. From the source vector we see that the 3rd and 5th paragraphs from the source article 

are similar to some of the paragraphs from the target and the rest of them are not aligned. Also, looking 

at the vector mapped to the target article we see that the 2nd and 5th paragraphs are mapped to the 

one at the 3rd position in the source article and the 4th paragraph from the target is aligned to the 5th in 

the source. 
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Figure 5.1 Paragraph mapping example 

There are two reasons for which the output corresponding to the source article is not mapped to the 

corresponding position from the target: 

1. We select the important paragraphs and update the integer corresponding to it with the 

position in the target article that corresponds to the insertion point 

2. One paragraph from the source can be mapped to several in the target 

The computational complexity of this method can be calculated as the sum of computing the Cartesian 

product, the similarities and mapping the output. The maximum can be calculated when computing the 

similarities. Formally, the complexity is the following: 

𝑂(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡) = 𝑂(𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛) + 𝑂(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠) + 𝑂(𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔)

= 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚) + 𝑂(𝑛 ×𝑚) + 𝑂(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑛 × (𝑚 + 1)) 

In the following sections are presented alternatives to the selection of the similar pairs. The Cartesian 

product and the output are exactly the same as for this approach. For picking the maximum value the 

method is also similar, the difference is in the threshold value, which varies in order to study its effect.  

5.1.2 Evaluation 

To evaluate this technique we use the annotated corpus described in Chapter 4. We first compute the 

similarities and we decide if there is a possible alignment between the paragraphs from the source and 

the target. We after compare these alignments with the ones annotated by hand and we evaluate the 

results as described in Section 2.3.2. 

In Figure 5.2 we present the indicators obtained with this method. As one can see, the recall seems to 

be greater than the precision. The issue we notice from this diagram is that the gap between recall and 

precision is very big and they only seem to slightly change close to the value 0.9. 
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Figure 5.2: Length Model – based Alignment Performance 

The maximum value for 𝐹1 is obtained for the threshold 𝑇 = 0.9 and while there is not a big difference 

between the values for precision and recall we consider this is the optimal adjustment for the Length 

Model – based Alignment. 

5.2 Pseudo-Cognates 

5.2.1 Description 

In the Oxford Dictionary7 we find the following definition for cognate: 

“Linguistics (of a word) having the same linguistic derivation as another (e.g. English father, German 

Vater, Latin pater).” 

So, cognates are words deriving from the same origin. For example, consider the words corp 

(Romanian), cuerpo (Spanish) and corps (French). They all have a common etymological origin, coming 

from the Latin word corpus.  

For the purpose of this work we try the following approach for identifying if two words are cognates. 

Instead of finding the origin of each of the words and comparing them at the end we are computing a 

similarity defined as the longest common subsequence of the two words. 𝑋 is a common subsequence 

of strings 𝐴 and 𝐵 if both strings contain it (Cormen, et al. 1990). The longest common subsequences 

have an additional property of being the ones with maximum sizes. 

For computing the length of the longest common subsequence (LCS) it is used the dynamic 

programming approach (Cormen, et al. 1990). This is a classical method of finding the size of the longest 

common subsequence. Given two strings 𝐴 = 𝑎1𝑎2…𝑎𝑚 and 𝐵 = 𝑏1𝑏2…𝑏𝑛 at each iteration the 

                                                           
7 See http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/cognate for more details 
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value 𝑠[𝑖, 𝑗] is computed and stored in the table 𝑠[1. .𝑚, 1. . 𝑛]. These values are calculated from the 

first row to the last one, from left to right according to the following definition: 

 𝑠[𝑖, 𝑗] = {
𝑠[𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1] + 1,       𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑏𝑗
0 ,                                      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 ( 5.3 ) 

 

After finding the length of the longest common subsequence, a ratio is computed using this value and 

the mean of the lengths. If this value is close to 1, it means that the two words are very similar in terms 

of common characters. Formally, in the present research the ratio between two words was defined as: 

 
𝑟(𝑤1, 𝑤2) =

2 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛_𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑤1, 𝑤2)

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑤1) + 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑤2)
 ( 5.4 ) 

 

Notice that the longest common substring can be 0. In this case, there is no need to compute any ratio 

and it is obvious that the two words are completely different. The other extreme case happens when 

the words completely overlap. In this case 𝑟 = 1. 

The similarity between the paragraphs is computed as the number of common cognates: 

 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑝1, 𝑝2) = #𝑐𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑝1, 𝑝2) ( 5.5 ) 
 

Two paragraphs are considered to be aligned if the similarity is bigger or equal to a 𝑀𝐼𝑁 value (they 

have at least 𝑀𝐼𝑁 words defined as cognates in common): 

 𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑝1, 𝑝2) > 𝑀𝐼𝑁 => 𝑝1~𝑝2 ( 5.6 ) 
 

Notice that for each pair (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑞𝑗) of paragraphs from the Cartesian product between articles 𝐴 and 𝐵 

it is computed the length of the longest common subsequence for any pair of words (𝑤𝑥, 𝑤𝑦), where 

𝑤𝑥 ∈ 𝑝𝑖  and 𝑤𝑦 ∈ 𝑞𝑗.The complexity of this step can be computed as  

𝑂(𝑚 × 𝑛) ∗ 𝑂(#𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝐴)) ∗ 𝑂(#𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝐵)) ∗ 𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑤𝐴, 𝑤𝐵) 

Where #𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝑋) is the number of words from article 𝑋, 𝑤𝐴 and 𝑤𝐵 are the mean lengths of the 

words from article 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively. Due to the fact that the lengths of the words are small finite 

values, we can consider the value of 𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑤𝐴, 𝑤𝐵) as being constant. This way, the time complexity 

for computing the similarities is the following: 

𝑂(𝑚 × 𝑛) ∗ 𝑂(#𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝐴)) ∗ 𝑂(#𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝐵)) 
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The complexity of the entire method is the sum between computing the similarities and finding the 

most likely alignments. The second step is basically just finding the maximum for each column in the 

similarities table, so formally speaking, the time complexity is: 

𝑂(𝑐𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠) = 𝑂(𝑚 × 𝑛) ∗ 𝑂(#𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝐴)) ∗ 𝑂(#𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝐵)) + 𝑂(𝑚 × 𝑛) 

The output of this algorithm is the same as in the case of the Length Model – based alignment (see 

Section 5.1 for details). 

5.2.2 Evaluation 

  
a. Cognates – based Alignment Performance for r = 0.8 b. Cognates – based Alignment Performance for r = 0.7 

  

  
c. Cognates – based Alignment Performance for r = 0.6 d. Cognates – based Alignment Performance for r = 0.5 

  

Figure 5.3: Cognate – based Alignment Performance 

The evaluation method for this technique is similar to the previous one regarding the data to analyze. 

However, when considering the thresholds to set for this case there are two variables to be considered: 

𝑟 and 𝑀𝐼𝑁 defined in Equations ( 5.4 ) and ( 5.6 ), respectively.  
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In Figure 5.3 we present the results we obtained when evaluating this method. For the case of 𝑟 = 0.8 

and 𝑟 = 0.7 (Figure 5.3.a and Figure 5.3.b, respectively) one can observe a big improvement of the 

precision (up to the value of 0.8 for 𝑟 = 0.8 and with a threshold value 𝑇 = 9). This improvement 

comes with the cost of a much lower value for recall.  

For 𝑟 = 0.6 and 𝑟 = 0.5 (Figure 5.3.c and Figure 5.3.d, respectively) one can observe an almost lineal 

decrease of the recall with no improvement for precision. In all the cases 𝐹1 reaches a maximum for a 

threshold value 𝑇 = 1 and 𝑟 = 0.5 so this is why we decided to choose these values. For a comparison 

of the performances of all the methods we evaluated see Section 5.5. 

5.3 𝑁-grams 

5.3.1 Description 

This approach was first introduced in the context of monolingual analysis for finding a more efficient 

way for indexing documents. It was proven that using 𝑛-grams leads to more efficient ways for 

describing documents (Mcnamee and Mayfield 2004). Due to the fact that many European languages 

have common etymological origins a cross language comparison even without using any translation can 

lead to very good performance results (Barrón-Cedeño, et al. 2014).  

The idea behind this approach is to divide the text in tokens of length 𝑛, at each step we advance only 

one position. Details about the best values for choosing the value 𝑛 can be found in Section 5.3.1. 

In order to apply this concept we have to first compute the Cartesian product of all pairs. After we 

obtained all the possible alignments, the 𝑛-grams for each pair can be generated and we can count the 

common ones. For computing the similarity between two paragraphs the number of common tokens 

is divided by the total number of tokens from the target article (it is a basic probability that can be seen 

as #favorable cases / #total cases). Formally speaking, we defied the similarity as  

 
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑝1, 𝑝2) =  

#𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠

#𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠(𝑝2)
, ( 5.7 ) 

 

where 𝑝1, 𝑝2 are the source and target articles respectively.  

The next step after computing the ratio between the common 𝑛-grams and the total number of 𝑛-

grams from the target paragraph is to identify the correct alignments. To do this we select the maximum 

value from the computed similarities for each target paragraph and we compare it to a lower bound. 

The final output is a vector mapping of the two articles identical to the one defined in Section 5.1. 

The computational time complexity of this approach is the product between the number of pairs and 

the time complexity of the 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 method written above: 𝑂(𝑛 ×𝑚)(𝑂(𝑛2) + 𝑂(𝑚2)). There 
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are possible ways to compute the 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 in linear time (using a char array insead of Strings, for 

example) and the complexity is then lowered at 𝑂(𝑛 ×𝑚)𝑂(𝑛 +𝑚). 

5.3.2 Evaluation 

 

a) 3-Grams – based Alignment Performance 

 

b) 4-Grams – based Alignment Performance 

 

c) 5-Grams – based Alignment Performance 

 

d) 6-Grams – based Alignment Performance 

Figure 5.4 𝑁-Grams – based Alignment Performance 

When evaluating this method we consider 3, 4, 5 and 6-grams. The performance indicators for each of 

these values are presented in Figure 5.4. 

Previously in the literature it was proven that the best n for using the n-grams approach when aligning 

text is n = 4 or n = 5 (Mcnamee and Mayfield 2004). In our case, as it is possible to observe from 
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Figure 5.4, the best performance is obtained in the case of 5-grams with F1 = 0.54 for a threshold 

value 𝑇 = 0.1. Our focus is to choose a threshold value for which the precision is larger if the 𝐹1 

indicator does not decrease too much. This is why in the case of 5-grams we decided to keep a threshold 

value 𝑇 = 0.2. 

The 3-grams are much more permissive with the paragraphs considered as being parallel and this is 

why from Figure 5.4.a one can observe a softer decrease of the recall comparing to the other cases. For 

the case of 3-grams we set the threshold value to be 0.60 because is the smaller gap between precision 

and recall. We are not interest only in retrieving parallel content, but we want this measure to be as 

accurate as possible. 

In the case of 4-grams there is a big drop in terms of recall between the threshold values 𝑇 = 0.1 and 

𝑇 = 0.2 (as one can see from Figure 5.4.b). Due to the fact that precision is improving also dramatically, 

the 𝐹1 is bigger for 𝑇 = 0.2. This is our motivation for setting the Threshold value to be 0.2 in the case 

of 4-grams. 

As one can notice from Figure 5.4 the best precision in the case of 𝑛-grams is obtained for 6-grams. 

This was something to be expected because this parameter is much more restrictive. The recall in this 

situation is very small and the overall performance in this case is worse than in the other cases as it is 

possible to see from Figure 5.4. The threshold for 6-grams is set to be 0.10 because is the one for which 

we obtain the best value for the 𝐹1 indicator.  

In the code we decided to keep only 𝑛 = 4 because is the one with the largest 𝐹1 score. See Section 

5.5 for a comparison side by side of the results obtained with 𝑛-grams for each threshold, but also for 

a comparison with the other methods used in our work.  

5.4 Longest Common Substring  

5.4.1 Description 

In this section a new approach is considered for finding the alignments. The method is based on the 

longest common subsequence (the same algorithm was used to identify pseudo-cognates in Section 

5.2). 

The longest common subsequence is an algorithm used exhaustively in the literature and tested here 

with the purpose of finding similar content in Wikipedia articles (Section 3.4). 

The input and output parameters for this algorithm are similar to the ones from the previous 

approaches. The input is the set of paragraphs and the output are two vectors of integers as described 

in Section 5.1.  
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The method analyzed here is based on the longest common substring of any given pair of paragraphs. 

For each paragraph from the target we only keep the reference of the paragraph from the source for 

which the longest common substring is bigger than a threshold. This threshold represents the total 

number of consecutive characters the two paragraphs have in common and is not normalized because 

it is not influenced by the paragraph length. 

The computational complexity of this approach is the computational complexity of the Cartesian 

product of the paragraphs multiplied by the one for finding the longest common substring. When the 

number of strings to be compared is unknown, finding the longest common substring is NP-hard. In our 

case, we only compute it for two strings and this can be achieved by dynamic programming (see Section 

5.2.1). In this case, however, we cannot consider this number as being constant due to the fact that the 

length of the paragraphs can be much bigger than the one of the words. 

Considering the above comments, we get to a computational complexity equal to: 

𝑂 = 𝑂(𝑚 × 𝑛) ∗ 𝑂(𝑎2)  

Where 𝑎 is the average length of the paragraphs, 𝑚 and 𝑛 are the average number of paragraphs 

from the target and from the source articles, respectively.  

5.4.2 Evaluation 

For evaluating this technique we use the set of annotated articles described in Chapter 4. We identify 

a possible alignment and we compare it with the annotations made by hand. When testing we set 

several threshold values for the algorithm and we compute the precision, the recall and the 𝐹1 value. 

From Figure 5.5 one can see the evolution of the performance indicators. In general we are interested 

not only in the maximum value of 𝐹1, but also in having an equilibrium between precision and recall. 

For this particular method, this equilibrium is obtained for a threshold value between 10 and 15. Due 

to the fact that we are trying to increase as much as possible the precision if the 𝐹1 do not decrease 

too much, we set the threshold value 𝑇 = 15. This means that the largest common substring of two 

paragraphs should have a length equal or bigger than 15 in order to be marked as aligned.  
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Figure 5.5 Longest Common Substring – based Alignment 

5.5 Comparison 

The best precision we obtained is for the case of 6-grams (see Table 5.2). Recall in this case is smaller 

than for other methods like the cognates, the length model or even the 4-grams. So the overall 

performance of 6-grams is smaller, but still it is considerable bigger than others. 

Table 5.2: Comparison between the Methods used for Article Alignment 

Model Precision Recall F1 Threshold 

3-grams 0.43 0.39 0.41 0.60 

4-grams 0.51 0.55 0.53 0.20 

5-grams 0.51 0.34 0.41 0.20 

6-grams 0.53 0.46 0.49 0.10 

cgn_0.5 0.30 0.90 0.45 1 

cgn_0.6 0.30 0.76 0.43 1 

cgn_0.7 0.32 0.53 0.39 1 

cgn_0.8 0.29 0.44 0.35 1 

length 0.29 0.90 0.44 0.90 

lcs 0.52 0.29 0.37 15 
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As one can see from Table 5.2, the biggest 𝐹1 value is obtained from 4-grams. In our code we adjusted 

the parameters for each of the methods according to the results we obtained. In Table 5.3 are 

presented the values we choose for each of the methods. 

Table 5.3 Final Parameter Tuning 

Method Parameter Key 1 Parameter Value 1 Parameter Key 2  Parameter Value 2 F1 

𝑛-grams 𝑛 4 threshold  0.53 

cgn r 0.50 MIN 1 0.45 

length - - threshold 0.90 0.44 

lcs - - sequence_length 15 0.37 
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6 Relevant Paragraph Identification 
After having aligned the source and the target articles the next step is to identify the set of missing 

paragraphs and to find the most relevant ones that should be included into the target. The first subtask 

for finding what is missing is a straight forward task after we previously identified the aligned articles. 

By just taking the set of unaligned paragraphs from the source article we obtain the ones that are 

missing from the target. This task requires an iteration through the vector of integers representing the 

output after the similarity is measured. The source article was mapped to a vector of integers 𝑠 

computed as described in Chapter 5. So we extract the paragraphs 𝑝𝑖  from the source for which 𝑠𝑖 = 0 

and we obtain the set of unaligned content from the source article (See Section 5.1.1 for details 

regarding the definitions of 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑝𝑖).  

The next step is to analyze this amount of information and to identify the relevant content. The word 

“relevant” has a very fuzzy meaning. The Oxford Dictionary8 provides the following definition of the 

term: “Closely connected or appropriate to what is being done or considered”. So this task will focus on 

finding automatic ways to extract the content which is considered the closest to the topic of the 

analyzed article by the human judgment (See Chapter 4 for details regarding the annotations and the 

corpus used for testing). 

There are several possible approaches to this problem. Some of them inspired by the solution to similar 

problems (like page ranking or document retrieval).  

In this chapter the implementations of several approaches from the literature customized for our task 

to extract relevant content are exposed and evaluated (6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7). A comparison 

of all the analyzed approaches is made in Section 6.8. 

 

6.1 Length – based Identification 

6.1.1 Description 

This technique is a naïve way of recognizing the important paragraphs. Based on intuition we might 

think that longer paragraphs contain more information.  Not all the articles have similar paragraph 

lengths, so in order to make this technique as flexible as possible, a preliminary step is to compute the 

arithmetical mean of the lengths of the paragraphs. This computation includes also the aligned content, 

this means we compute the mean of all paragraphs in the article regardless if they are aligned or not 

                                                           
8 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/relevant 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/relevant
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with those from the target. This was decided because the fact that a paragraph is relevant or not is 

independent of if it is aligned or not. 

The second step is to compare the length of the unaligned source paragraphs with the mean value. 

Both the shortest and the longest paragraphs are considered at comparison time.  

The input parameter for the extraction is a list of strings, each element is corresponding to a paragraph 

from the source article and a vector-mapping of those strings as computed after the similarity 

alignment with the target article (see Chapter 5 for details regarding the alignments). 

The output of this method and also with the following ones, is a vector of integers that maps the source 

paragraphs to values. Formally speaking, if 𝐴 is a source article and 𝑝𝑖  is a paragraph, 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐴, we define 

a vector of integers 𝑠 such as: 

𝑠𝑖 = {
−1, if pi is aligned to at least one paragraph from the target article 
−2, if pi is not aligned and pi is considered to be relevant                   
0, otherwise                                                                                                 

                  (6.1) 

    

A very important thing to notice about this method is language independent and it can be used with 

any pair of languages in Wikipedia. However for our test analysis only English articles are considered. 

The time complexity of this approach is the complexity for computing the mean of the paragraphs 

lengths from the source articles plus the complexity for updating the indexes of the relevant articles. 

Due to the fact that updating one index can be performed in constant time, the complexity is the 

following: 

𝑂(𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) = 𝑂(𝑛) + 𝑂(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑛) 

Where 𝑛 is the number of paragraphs from the source articles. 

 

6.1.2 Evaluation 

To evaluate this method the corpus described in Chapter 4 is used. The performance indicators are 

precision, recall and the 𝐹1. In order to have an objective point of view over the process, the aligned 

paragraphs are also considered when identifying the relevant ones.  

The threshold was modified by hand and we considered several bounds one after another. The mean 

refers to the arithmetic mean of all lengths. We considered the following cases: 

1. Paragraphs having the length bigger/smaller than the mean value 

2. Top/Bottom 25% paragraphs ordered by length 
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3. Top/Bottom 75% paragraphs ordered by length 

The most balanced ratio is obtained for the paragraphs with lengths smaller than the mean and for 

choosing the top 75% of the paragraphs sorted by length. The rest of the thresholds lead to a big 

difference between the precision and the recall. However if we only analyze the precision, the best 

performance is obtained from the longest 25% of the articles. This result might be due to the fact that 

a long paragraph contains a big amount of information. The issue with this approach is that short 

paragraphs are also important and this can be observed from the small value for recall. 

Table 6.1: Length – based Identification Performance 

Indicator > mean < mean longest 25% shortest 25% longest 75% shortest 
75% 

Precision 0.77 0.65 0.78 0.60 0.74 0.68 

Recall 0.45 0.55 0.14 0.29 0.70 0.86 

F1 0.56 0.60 0.23 0.40 0.72 0.76 

 

After a detailed analysis of several test results the threshold was adjusted into the code by selecting 

top 75% of the paragraphs sorted by length. This decision is based on the test results from Table 6.1: 

Length – based Identification Performance. We want to have a balanced ratio between precision and 

recall, but from the user point of view if we identify less content from the relevant one but with high 

precision, it will be easier for the contributor to add it to the target then if he/she would have to discard 

too many paragraphs. 

If we consider the simplicity of the method, the choice of picking the longest 75% of the longest 

paragraphs leads to a relatively high performance (𝐹1 =  0.72). Even if the 𝐹1 for the shortest 75% is 

bigger (0.76Error! Reference source not found.), the precision for this threshold is shorter and leads to 

an unbalanced ratio between the two measures (precision and recall). The explanation for the larger 

𝐹1 is the high value of the recall because we pick much more paragraphs comparing to the other cases 

and the number of relevant ones is larger. However, the precision in this case decreases. We want both 

measures to be as high as possible and the gap between them to be as small as possible. 

As one can see, our evaluation shows that the density of relevant content is larger for longer 

paragraphs, but the short ones have a more condensed idea and are closer to the article subject. One 

possible explanation of this fact could be that some paragraphs are incomplete, but summarized 

translations from other languages. This is an issue that requires further research.   
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6.2 Regular Expressions – based Identification 

6.2.1 Description 

When a big amount of text is available for analysis there are some patterns we might be able to observe 

from the text. Most of the articles related to countries, for example, have a “History” section, where 

the most important facts from the country’s history are detailed. A very useful regular expression to 

extract the main events from such a section would be one for identifying dates. This kind of regular 

expressions are language and location dependent. Notice that identifying a date in US English9 is not 

the same as doing it in UK English10, for example ("month day, year” vs "day month year"). 

From the analysis of the articles from several topics and languages we noticed that the main facts about 

a given subject are expressed in Wikipedia articles by means of two verbs: “to be” and “to have”. “To 

be” mostly relates to definitions and what a given entity is and “to have” usually enumerates its main 

characteristics.  

After the above observation we constructed two regular expressions corresponding to each verb having 

the following form: “token1 [token2| token3]”, where token1 is the title of the article, token2 corresponds 

to the 3rd person singular of the verb and token3 to the 3rd person plural. Notice that the corresponding 

first order logic formula for this regular expression is 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛1⋀(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛2⋁𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛3).  

For a better understanding of how we build the regular expressions and how we use them, we can 

consider an example: if the article title is “Barcelona” and the analyzed language is English, one regular 

expression is “Barcelona [is | are]”. This one matches all the paragraphs that contain the word 

“Barcelona” and one of the words “is” or “are” (i.e. “Barcelona is the capital city of the autonomous 

community of Catalonia in Spain and the country's 2nd largest city.”). 

When the regular expressions are in place, according to the language of the source article we can define 

which one to use. The input parameters for this method are the list of paragraphs from the source 

article, the mapped vector of integers and the language of the source article. 

Having the above information we can traverse all the paragraphs from the source and check if the ones 

that are not aligned (are mapped to 0 in the input vector) match to any of the regular expressions 

corresponding to the input language (the one of the source article). If they do, then the integer from 

the input vector is updated to −2. Formally speaking, consider 𝑝𝑖  is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ paragraph from the source 

article and 𝑣 is the mapped vector. If 𝑣[𝑖] = 0 and 𝑝𝑖  matches the regular expression, then 𝑣[𝑖] =  −2. 

                                                           
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Date_and_time_notation_in_the_United_States 
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Date_and_time_notation_in_the_United_Kingdom 
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The value 𝑣[𝑖] = −2 indicates that the paragraph at position 𝑖 is relevant and it should be included into 

the target article (see Section 5.1 for details). 

The complexity of this method is lineal because we go only once through the list of paragraphs and we 

can check the match and update the vector corresponding to the input paragraphs in lineal time. The 

big drawback of this approach however is that it requires human interaction for including additional 

languages and it only extracts a small amount of information comparing to how much relevant content 

we obtain with other methods (See Section 6.8 for the comparison). In the next section we detail the 

results we obtained for this approach. 

 

6.2.2 Evaluation 

For the purpose of this work we built dedicated expressions for English, French, Spanish and Romanian, 

but due to the restricted amount of annotated articles we have only tested the English ones. Comparing 

to other approaches like Text Rank or Word Rank or even the 𝑁-grams based Identification (all detailed 

in next sections) this method has a very small computational complexity.  

The good part of it leads in the high precision (0.74) and the drawback is the small recall. With the 

regular expressions we built it is possible to identify many important paragraphs, but it is more 

restrictive and retrieves only a small amount of the relevant content (the recall is only 0.63).  

Table 6.2: Regular Expressions – based Identification Performance 

Precision Recall F1 

0.74 0.63 0.68 

 

𝐹1 measure is in this case 0.68 and if we consider the complexity of this approach, it is an acceptable 

bound, but still inferior to other approaches (see Section 6.8 for a detailed comparison). 

 

6.3 Text Rank – based Identification 

6.3.1 Description 

The principle of Text Rank is based on the Page Rank algorithm (originally introduced for ranking web 

pages (Brin and Page 1998)). The idea of ranking text has been proven to be highly accurate (Mihalcea 

and Tarau 2004). For details regarding theoretical concepts see Section 2.3.2. In this work we adapt to 

our problem and we implement the algorithms described in (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004).  

The input parameters are the list of paragraphs from the source article and the mapped vector after 

the similarities to the target article were performed as described in Section 3.1. 
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For this approach it is needed to build a complete graph where the vertices are represented by all the 

paragraphs from the text and the edges have assigned weights equal to the number of common words 

between any given pair of tokens. A main difference between the original version of this approach and 

our implementation is that we use the comparison between paragraphs. In the original version the 

sentences were compared.  

Formally, the graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) is built such that 𝑉 contains all the paragraphs from the source article 

and 𝐸 contains all the possible edges (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗), where 𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 and 𝑣𝑖 ≠ 𝑣𝑗. Each edge 𝑒 = (𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) has 

an assigned weight 𝑤(𝑒) equal to the number of common words between the paragraphs at positions 

𝑖 and 𝑗 from the source articles.  

For finding the common words we used a straight forward function to count them. The method receives 

as arguments the two paragraphs and outputs the number of common tokens. We used all the 

paragraphs without considering if they were aligned with the target or not and at the end we verify if a 

given paragraph marked as important is already contained in the target. The main reason for which we 

chose to do this is because the graph is basically built starting from one unique article and it makes 

sense to use all the paragraphs in it. In the tests we are using the entire corpus of articles and we do 

not consider the alignments at all for the evaluation purpose. This approach leads to a higher accuracy 

of the results we obtained. 

Due to the fact that in the original Page Rank implementation there were no weights associated to the 

edges (see Section 3.2.2) and in both our case and in Text Rank we need to consider them, the classical 

algorithm was adjusted in order to include these values (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004): 

𝑊𝑆(𝑉𝑖) = (1 − 𝑑) + 𝑑 ∗  ∑
𝑤𝑗𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑘𝑉𝑘∈𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑉𝑗)
𝑊𝑆(𝑉𝑗)𝑉𝑗 ∈𝐼𝑛(𝑉𝑖)                                    (6.2) 

The sum ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑘𝑉𝑘∈𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑉𝑗)  is computed for all vertices 𝑉𝑗 in a preliminary step before running the 

algorithm. We did this in order to reduce the computational complexity. Basically a new vector 𝑖𝑚𝑝 is 

built having the length equal to the number of vertices in the graph 𝐺. This vector stores the sum of 

the weights associated to the edges from each individual vertex  𝑉𝑗. A simple algorithm to describe this 

computation is described in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1: Algorithm to describe the Weight Computation of the Vertices 
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After having computed the sums of the weights corresponding to the edges associated to the vertices 

as described above, we can apply the page rank algorithm which is described in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2: Page Rank Algorithm 

 

This algorithm runs on the built graph until converges and at the end we obtain a vector with associated 

weights for every single vertex. These weights correspond to the importance those pages have and they 

can be ranked according to these values. In (Mihalcea and Tarau 2004) the output was represented by 

the set of paragraphs ranked according to the importance. However, for the scope of the prototype we 

built, this particular step is not needed mainly due to the following two reasons: 

1. The paragraphs have to be exposed to the final user in the original flow from Wikipedia  

2. The paragraphs need to stay in the original place in order to identify where to insert them in 

the target article (see Chapter 7 for insertion details) 

Instead of ranking the paragraphs from the source article, we set a limit for the weight ranking value 

above which the paragraphs are considered to be relevant (See Section 6.3.2). 

The input parameters for this method are the list of paragraphs from the source article and the vector 

built when computing the similarities (see Section 5.1 for details regarding the mapping after the 

alignment of the articles). The first input parameter is used when building the graph and after running 

the rank algorithm. The vector of integers is used to identify from the paragraphs with high weight 

ranking value the ones that are not aligned to any target paragraph. When performing this step the 

mapping vector is updated in the same way as for the previous approaches (see Section 5.1 for details 

regarding the mapping). 

The output of this method is the mapped vector with the updated values that correspond to the 

important paragraphs. These values do not indicate any ranking of the importance, their only meaning 

is that the paragraphs corresponding to those positions should be included in the target article due to 

their importance and to the fact that they are missing. 
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To compute the time complexity of this approach we need to consider the construction of the graph, 

the complexity of the Text Rank algorithm and the construction of the output. For constructing the 

graph we look at all the possible pairs of paragraphs from the article. This leads to 𝑂(𝑛2) complexity 

for building the graph, where 𝑛 is the number of paragraphs from the source article. One iteration of 

the Text Rank algorithm runs in 𝑂(𝑛2) time complexity due to the fact that for each vertex in the graph 

it considers all the other vertices when computing the ranking weights. Notice that in the case of the 

original Page Rank algorithm this is not happening due to the fact that the graph is not complete. The 

number of iterations after which the algorithm converges is constant. The last step is to write the 

output. For doing this we only traverse once the mapped vector, so the time complexity of this step is 

𝑂(𝑛). In consequence to the above mentioned computations, the time complexity for this approach is 

the sum between the construction of the graph, the text rank algorithm and writing the output: 

𝑂(𝑇𝑅) = 𝑂(𝑛2) + 𝑂(𝑛2) + 𝑂(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑛2) 

 

6.3.2 Evaluation  

For evaluation we considered three values of the dumping factor: 0.5 (Figure 6.3.a), 0.8 (Figure 6.3.b) 

and 1.0 (Figure 6.3.c). This dumping factor in the page rank formula is the probability to jump from one 

page to another random page without having a hyperlink to it (see Section 3.2.2 for more details). In 

this case the dumping factor gives more or less value to the weights computed by the text rank method. 

1.0 means that only the weights are considered and no randomness is allowed (there is no link between 

paragraphs other than the number of common tokens), 0.5 means that equal probability is given to 

random links and computed weights.  

The quality of a classifier is given by the 𝐹1 score, but in our case we try to improve precision if this 

score does not decrease too much. From Figure 6.3.a it is possible to see that for a dumping factor of 

0.5 the best ratio between precision and recall is obtained for a threshold value of 0.8. This means that 

after we compute the ranks of the paragraphs all the ones ranked above 0.8 are consider important. 

We can also observe a linear increase of the precision (if we raise the rank threshold, we identify a 

bigger percentage of the relevant articles from the ones retrieved). This result comes with a big cost 

for the recall. The amount of articles we retrieve from the total ones when we raise the threshold 

decreases dramatically. While the 𝐹1 value is the mean of the precision and recall, this one also 

decreases with the recall. 
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a. Text Rank Performance with e Dumping Factor of 0.5 

 

 
b. Text Rank Performance with e Dumping Factor of 0.8 

 

 
c. Text Rank Performance with e Dumping Factor of 1 

 
Figure 6.3: Text Rank – based Alignment Performance 
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For the case of the dumping factor equal to 0.8 we can see from Figure 6.3.b that the most balanced 

ratios between the precision and the recall are obtained for the rank thresholds of 0.6 and 0.7. Due to 

the fact that we praise higher precision, we choose the threshold to be 0.7 for this case. In the case of 

the dumping factor equal to 1, no randomness is allowed. We compute the ranks using only the weights 

for each paragraph. As it is possible to see in Figure 6.3.c, for this case a balanced ratio between 

precision and recall is obtained for smaller thresholds (0.5 and 0.6). As for the previous situation, we 

choose the one with higher precision which is 0.6. 

6.4 Word Rank – based Identification 

6.4.1 Description 

Similar to the previous one, this method is also based on the Page Rank algorithm. The main difference 

between this approach and the Text Rank one is what we rank (for this case we consider individual 

words) and how we construct the graph.  

When this idea was first introduced it was used to identify indexing terms for a certain document 

(Mihalcea and Tarau 2004). The output of this method is a set of terms that are considered to be the 

most relevant for describing the content of a given document. For the purpose of this work we identify 

the most relevant words for a given document and we extract after the paragraphs that contain them. 

For this approach the paragraphs which contain the most relevant words are considered the most 

important and are proposed for insertion in the target article. 

The input parameters for this method as for the previous approaches are the list of paragraphs from 

the source article and the mapped vector of integers built when computing the similarities between 

the source and the target (see Chapter 5 for details regarding the mappings and the similarities). 

One of the main differences between Word Rank and Text Rank is the way we construct the graph. For 

this case we add individual words as vertexes and the edges are not weighted. Also, this graph is not 

complete. A edge between vertex 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗 is added only if the words corresponding to those vertices 

appear close one from another. Formally, consider the graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), the set of vertices 

𝑉corresponds to individual words from the document and the set of vertices contains only the edges 

𝑒 = (𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑗) for which the words corresponding to the vertices 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗 co-occur in a window of 𝑁.  

Building a graph with all the words can lead to a very high computational complexity. To avoid this we 

consider a preliminary step where we perform a named entity recognition tagging (see Section 2.1.1). 

When adding the vertices to the graph we select only the recognized entities. The next step is to add 

the vertices corresponding to the entities we identified. For doing this we use a first in first out (FIFO) 
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data structure of size 𝑁 and at each step we add an edge between the vertices from the graph included 

in this data structure. 

For ranking the words, the original Page Rank algorithm is used and not the version with weights 

considered for Text Rank (Brin and Page 1998): 

𝑆(𝑉𝑖) = (1 − 𝑑) + 𝑑 ∗  ∑
1

|𝑂𝑢𝑡(𝑉𝑗)|
𝑆(𝑉𝑗)𝑗 ∈𝐼𝑛(𝑉𝑖)                                             (6.3) 

For this case it makes sense to sort the output according to the ranking weights computed and after 

only the top 𝑇 words are selected. At the end, an iteration through all the paragraphs is made. For the 

ones which are not aligned to any of the target paragraphs we check if they contain any of the top 𝑇 

words. If they do, we then mark them as important in the output mapping vector of integers described 

by Equation (6.1). 

The complexity for this approach is computed similar to the previous case. We have to consider building 

the graph, running the word rank algorithm and writing the output. Some of this steps have smaller 

complexity comparing to the text rank case due to the fact that the graph is not complete and we add 

only few words to it. For building the graph, however there is a preliminary step to consider: the NER 

tagging. This one has linear complexity, but training the classifiers for the NER and building the training 

corpus has an additional complexity. For the purpose of this work we used an already built classifier 

(the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer11). 

The time complexity for this approach is the one to compute the graph plus the one of running page 

rank over it plus the one of identifying the paragraphs containing the words marked as relevant. For 

computing the graph we have to look once at the paragraphs to identify the NER (this runs in 𝑂(𝑛), 

where 𝑛 is the number of paragraphs). When building the graph we do another iteration over the set 

of paragraphs and we look at each pair or words adding edges when we find two words in a window of 

𝑁 as described earlier in this section. The final time complexity for building the graph is 𝑂(𝑛) +

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑤), where 𝑤 is the number of NER added in the graph. 

Running the page rank algorithm requires 𝑂(𝑤2) time complexity and writing the results in the end 

𝑂(𝑛) because we need another iteration to identify which paragraph contains the key words. A simple 

way to discard this need is by keeping the list of articles for each word. This way we add some extra 

memory, but considering that most of the articles have less than 100 paragraphs could be worth. 

The final time complexity is then: 

                                                           
11 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml 
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𝑂(𝑤𝑟) = 𝑂(𝑛) + 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑤) + 𝑂(𝑤2) = 𝑂(𝑤2𝑛) 

6.4.2 Evaluation 

The evaluation of this approach is performed using the set of articles described in Chapter 4. We 

consider all the paragraphs for the evaluation and all the articles from both Wikipedia editions from 

2010 and 2013. 

The results at first sight are very poor comparing to Text Rank (see Table 6.3). When we analyze the 

entire corpus of articles we get a precision of only 0.65 and a recall of 0.29. The explanation of this 

result lies in the fact that we choose only named entities for building the word graph. For Computer 

Science or chemistry articles the number of these kind of words (locations, persons etc.) is very small.  

We do a second test, this time using only the articles that are biographies (see Table 6.3) and the results 

we obtain are much better. As mentioned before, this happens because the articles regarding the 

biographies contain a larger amount of named entities. The word graph we build and analyze for the 

rankings has a better accuracy and the vertices are closer to the article subject. 

Table 6.3: Word Rank – based Identification Performance for Articles about People Biographies and 
for General Topic Articles 

Indicator People All 

Precision 0.74 0.65 

Recall 0.91 0.28 

F1 0.82 0.40 

 

6.5 Term Frequency – based Identification 

In this chapter we describe and evaluate an approach based on the Information Retrieval classic method 

called term frequency – inverse document frequency.  

6.5.1 Description 

Traditionally, the tf-idf algorithm tries to identify how relevant a given document is to a certain query 

(see Section 2.3 for details regarding the tf-idf). The problem we try to solve is to evaluate how relevant 

a given paragraph is to a document. Since the two problems look similar, we applied the logic of tf-idf 

to our situation. 

As for the previous methods, the input parameters in this case are the list of paragraphs from the source 

article and the mapping vector of integers corresponding to the source article that results after at least 

one similarity technique was applied between the source and the target (see Section 5.1 for mapping 

details). 

The tf-idf technique can be applied to retrieve information using a query and a collection of document. 

For the purpose of this work there is no query and the document we want to analyze is already 
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identified. In the case of this work, for each term in the document there are two values computed: the 

frequency at paragraph level and the one at document level. After this step, we give to each paragraph 

a weight equal to the sum of the ratios between the paragraph frequencies and the document ones. 

Formally, if article 𝐴 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑛), where 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑛 are paragraphs, for each 𝑝𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛], we 

define the following weight:  

𝑤(𝑝𝑖) = ∑
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑤𝑗,𝑝𝑖)

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑤𝑗,𝐴)
𝑤𝑗∈𝑝𝑖                                                            (6.4) 

For computing the frequencies, a document iteration is needed. We count the number of times a given 

word appears and at the end for normalization we divide it by the total number of words.  

Using the above defined values it is possible to select for each paragraph 𝑝𝑖  only the relevant ones by 

setting a threshold value (see Section 6.5.2). Then we can map the output to indicate if a certain 

paragraph is relevant or not (see Section 6.1). 

The time complexity of this approach is computed by summing the complexities for computing the 

frequencies for each term (at document and paragraph level), computing the weights associated to 

each paragraph and write the output. With one iteration through the entire article we can compute the 

two frequencies at paragraph and document level. Another iteration is then needed to compute the 

weights associated to each paragraph and write the output. The complexity in this case is the following: 

𝑂(𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓) = 𝑂(𝑛) + 𝑂(𝑝) 

 where 𝑛 is the number of words from the article and 𝑝 is the number of paragraphs. 

 

6.5.2 Evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of this approach we analyzed the method described above when applied 

to the collection of Wikipedia articles described in Chapter 4. We do not consider the alignments with 

the target articles and we only evaluate the English ones from both Wikipedia editions (2010 and 2013). 

We consider several threshold values for the computed tf-idf weight. As it is possible to observe from 

Figure 6.4, very balanced ratios are obtained for a threshold between 44 and 46. Also it is possible to 

see a slight degradation of the precision when increasing the threshold value. The recall however 

increases dramatically and for this reason it makes sense to give 0.1 of precision for a much bigger 

recall. For this reason we choose to keep a threshold value of 53. For this value we still have a precision 

of 0.70, but the recall gets to a much bigger boundary of 0.79. The 𝐹1 value in this case reaches 0.74. 

The overall performance of this approach is acceptable considering the high recall, but comparing to 

other approaches the method leaks in precision (see Section 6.8 for details). 
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Figure 6.4 tf-idf – based Identification Performance with several threshold values 

  

6.6 Character N-gram–based Identification 

6.6.1 Description 

This approach was first considered only for alignment purposes (see Section 5.4). We saw that the first 

paragraph of any given article contains key terms for the subject. We also performed a principle 

component analysis of several indicators we generated for each paragraph. We observed that from the 

entire set we analyzed, the 𝑛-grams in common with the title and the 𝑛-grams in common with the first 

article are the most related components with the importance of a given paragraph.  

For this approach we first compute the title and the first paragraph 𝑛-grams giving to 𝑛 values from 3 

to 7. We traverse the paragraphs in the article and we compute the corresponding 𝑛-grams for each of 

them. We count the 𝑛-grams in common with both the title and the first paragraph. If one 𝑛-gram 

appears several times, we count it as such. At the end we normalize by dividing to the number of 𝑛-

grams in the paragraph. We set up a threshold value and we mark the paragraphs above as being 

important.  

The input and output for this approach is similar to the previous ones. We have the mapped vectors 

and the source and target paragraphs and we output the mapped vector with the relevant paragraphs 

highlighted (see Section 6.1 for details regarding the input and output). 

The computational complexity in this case is the same as in the case of the alignments based on 𝑛-

grams (see Section 5.3.1). 
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6.6.2 Evaluation 

For evaluating this approach we used the dataset of Wikipedia articles described in Chapter 4 in the 

same way as for the previous methods. 

We analyze the behavior of this approach in the case of 3-grams (Figure 6.5.a), 4-grams (Figure 6.5.b), 

5-grams (Figure 6.5.c) and 6-grams (Figure 6.5.d). We see that for the case of 6-grams the gap between 

the precision and the recall for the threshold values between 0.1 and 1 already very big from the 

threshold value 𝑇 = 0.1 and increasing. For all the situations we can see an improvement of the 

precision and in some cases a huge decrease of the recall. This happens because if we set a number 

which is too high, we will get only the first paragraph (which is the one with most common 𝑛-grams 

with itself). Due to the fact that the first paragraph is important for most of the articles, we get this high 

improvement of the precision. 

We can also see that when we increase the value of 𝑛, we get less number of common 𝑛-grams with 

both the title and the first paragraph. This is why the recall is decreasing more or less dramatically. 

For the case of 3-grams we see from Figure 6.5.a that between the threshold values of 0.3 and 0.5 there 

is a balanced ratio between precision and recall. When choosing the value of the threshold we consider 

our objective of improving the precision as much as possible, but also to keep an equilibrium between 

precision and recall and have a high value for 𝐹1. For both 0.3 and 0.4 the precision is 0.74, but in the 

first case we have a recall of 0.78 which leads to a 𝐹1 value of 0.76. This is why we choose the threshold 

0.3. 

As we can see from Figure 6.5.b, in the case of 4-grams the most balanced ratio between precision and 

recall is obtained for a threshold value of 0.2. However for only 0.02 precision loss we can have a much 

higher 𝐹1 value of 0.77 if we choose the threshold to be 0.1. 

In the case of 5-grams (Figure 6.5.c) the most balanced ratio between precision and recall is obtained 

for the threshold value of 0.1. The precision for the 5-grams slightly increases comparing to the 4-grams 

(0.74 vs 0.73) but the recall in the 4-grams case is bigger and this leads to a better performance of the 

4-grams (𝐹1  =  0.77). 

We observe a most dramatic degradation of the recall in the case of 5-grams. This gap gets too big for 

the case of 6-grams and we cannot choose any thresholds between 0.1 and 1. None are acceptable 

performance indicators. 

For 6-grams it is clear that the threshold value needs to be smaller and while we cannot use 0 (because 

this would lead to retrieving all the possible paragraphs), we have to consider a finer granularity. Instead 

of increasing at each step the threshold by 0.1, we will do it by 0.01 (see Figure 6.6).  
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a. N-grams – based Identification Performance with N=3 b. N-grams – based Identification Performance with N=4 

  

  
c. N-grams – based Identification Performance with N=5 d. N-grams – based Identification Performance with N=6 

  
Figure 6.5: 𝑁-grams – based Identification Performance 

In the case of 6-grams (Figure 6.6) the ratio between the precision and the recall is balanced for all the 

threshold values between 0.01 and 0.09. While the precision only increases very slightly (with 0.04), we 

choose the threshold 0.01 because leads to the highest 𝐹1 value (0.78).  

If we look at all the values we picked for the 𝑛-grams, the highest 𝐹1 value we obtained is for the case 

of 6-grams (0.78), followed by 4-grams with 𝐹1 = 0.77. However, if we also look at the precision, the 

highest one is obtained by 3 and 5-grams (0.74). 
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Figure 6.6: 𝑁-grams – based Identification Performance with N=6 

 

6.7 Statistical classification–based Identification 

The rest of the methods we used until now are independent on the size of the dataset in the sense that 

if we only have target and source article all the methods presented before could work. In this section 

we expose the steps we follow in order to build a statistical classifier using Weka12. 

Due to the fact that we only have textual elements to analyze and for this kind of tasks a set of variables 

is needed, we generate a dataset based on the initial collection of articles. Each row contains a set of 

variables which describe each of the paragraphs in the original dataset. We merge all the files 

corresponding to the articles into one. The set of variables we generate are the following: 

 length: Number of characters 

 word_count: Number of words 

 n_grams_title: 4-grams in common with the title 

 n_grams_first: 4-grams in common with the first paragraph 

 capital_letters: number of capitalized letters 

 digits: number of digits 

 punctuation: number of punctuation signs ( , . - ; ? ! ”) 

 nrPhrases: number of sentences 

 max_length_phrases: maximum sentence length 

 min_length_phrases: minimum sentence length 

 target: relevance of the paragraph as annotated by hand (see Chapter 4) 

 

                                                           
12 https://weka.wikispaces.com/  
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Table 6.4: Variable Exploration 

Variable Minimum Value Maximum Value Mean Standard Deviation 

length 1 3496 449.88 465.41 

word_count 1 507 70.37 68.98 

n_grams_title 0 26 4.76 4.40 

n_grams_first 0 1031 59.08 72.52 

capital_letters 0 161 14.02 19.80 

digits 0 372 9.83 32.46 

punctuation 0 210 15.63 24.96 

nrPhrases 1 56 4.16 6.25 

max_length_phrases 1 875 203.73 141.17 

min_length_phrases 1 840 86.74 65.91 

target 0 1 0.78 0.41 

 

In Table 6.4 we present the summary of our dataset. We explore the dataset and we convert all the 

variables from numerical to nominal. When doing it we mapped all the values by the mean of the 

variable into two categories:  

1. If the variable value was bigger than the mean, we mapped it to “B” 

2. If the variable value was smaller than the mean, we mapped it to “S” 

Table 6.5: Variable Exploration after Conversion to Nominal 

Variable S count B count 

length 1046 618 

word_count 1040 624 

n_grams_title 820 844 

n_grams_first 1129 535 

capital_letters 1191 473 

digits 1357 307 

punctuation 1198 466 

nrPhrases 1221 443 

max_length_phrases 934 730 

min_length_phrases 892 772 
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Table 6.6: Target Variable Exploration after Conversion to Nominal 

Variable T count F count 

target 1301 363 

 

The target variable was also mapped to categories T and F (T = target was annotated as relevant, F = 

otherwise). In Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 we present the summary of the variable exploration after the 

conversion to nominal variables. 

With this data we build a Naïve Bayes classifier using 10-fold cross-validation. As it can be seen from 

Table 6.7 and Table 6.8, the precision is slightly smaller than the ones we obtained before (0.68 in this 

case and in almost all the other cases we had 0.70 minimum, except for the Word Rank which had 0.65). 

In the case of Recall it is similar. The average 𝐹1 is 0.70, also smaller than most of the other methods. 

Table 6.7: Confusion Matrix 

 A B 

A = T 994 307 

B = F 212 151 

 

Table 6.8: Detailed Accuracy by Class 

 TP Rate   FP Rate   Precision   Recall    F1 MCC       ROC Area PRC Area   Class 

 0.76 0.58  0.82  0.76  0.79  0.16  0.60    0.84   T 

 0.41 0.23  0.33  0.41  0.36   0.16  0.60 0.28 F 

Average 0.68 0.50 0.71   0.68 0.70  0.16 0.60  0.72  

 

If we consider the complexity for generating the variables versus the results we obtained we might 

think that it is not worth it. The rest of the methods have better results and do not require big amounts 

of data to process in advance.  

6.8 Comparison 

The computational complexity of the methods presented in this chapter vary very much from a straight 

forward algorithm where we do not analyze but the lengths of the paragraphs to much sophisticated 

approaches where we have to use additional data structures and run more complex algorithms as in 

the case of text rank. 

For all the methods we obtain a precision above 0.70. For most of the methods the precision increases 

with the threshold values we set, but this comes with a price: we lose in terms of recall.  
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We noticed that if we include additional information regarding the articles we obtain better 

performance. Using only articles containing biographies we had a 𝐹1 value of 0.82 for the Word Rank. 

Table 6.9: Comparison between the different approaches implemented and the different thresholds 
selected for each method 

Model Precision Recall F Threshold/Best Method 

length 0.74 0.70 0.72 longest 75% 

reg_exp 0.74 0.63 0.68 - 

tr_0.5 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.80 

tr_0.8 0.75 0.72 0.74 0.70 

tr_1.0 0.76 0.73 0.75 0.60 

wr_all 0.65 0.28 0.40 - 

wr_bio 0.74 0.91 0.82 - 

tf 0.70 0.79 0.74 53 

3-grams 0.74 0.78 0.76 0.30 

4-grams 0.73 0.81 0.77 0.10 

5-grams 0.74 0.72 0.73 0.10 

6-grams 0.72 0.85 0.78 0.01 

Naïve Bayes 0.71   0.68 0.70  - 

 

Table 6.10: Final Parameters for Relevance 

Method Parameter Key 1 Parameter Value 1 Parameter Key 2  Parameter Value 2 F1 

length - - Best Method longest 75% 0.72 

reg_exp - - - - 0.68 

Tr dumping factor 1 threshold  0.60 0.74 

Wr - - - - 0.40 

Tf - - sequence_length 53 0.74 

𝑛-grams 𝑛 6 threshold 0.01 0.78 

We adapted the parameters according to the test results we obtained. In Table 6.10 are the final 

parameters we set for each of the methods developed for identifying relevant articles. We choose the 

values according to the biggest 𝐹1, except for the case of Word Rank method. We decided to keep all 

the articles from the test. This method could be used with big success rate if we have additional 

information about the article. It makes sense to use it for cases where we analyze articles about 

locations, historical events or biographies (see details in Section 6.4). 
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7 Cross-Lingual Paragraph Insertion 
After identifying the information to be inserted in the target article a proper insertion spot has to be 

found. In Section 3.3 we discuss different ways that have been proposed in the literature for inserting 

new content in a given article. In Sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 we discuss in depth these methods with 

respect to our work. After, in Section 7.4 we propose a new algorithm based on the similarity approach 

described in Section 7.2 that we applied for finding a proper insertion position. 

7.1 Manual Insertion 

The manual insertion is the method when no suggestions are given to the user with respect to the 

insertion position. This approach is implemented at interface level, letting the user to choose where he 

wants to insert the new content. 

For small size articles this approach is simple to use. However, in Wikipedia many articles are broad and 

very dense in terms of content. In these cases it is much more difficult for a human being to identify 

where a certain paragraph should be placed from the source article to the target. Due to this issue we 

analyzed semi-automatic ways to find an insertion position that could best match the content of the 

paragraph. 

For the purpose of this work the manual insertion is simply performed at interface level by allowing the 

user to drag and drop paragraphs from the source article into the target one. After dropping the new 

content the user is able to edit it. 

Notice that in all cases we only give suggestions regarding the insertion positions. The user takes the 

final decision about the exact spot where an article will be placed. So, the final insertion will be manual. 

7.2 Similarity – based Alignments 

This approach was introduced in a context very similar to our work (see Section 3.3.2). The main 

difference is that in the original case all the missing content was considered for insertion, while in our 

work we are searching for a proper insertion position for the relevant paragraphs only. 

For applying this method a similarity between the target and the source has to be calculated first 

(Chapter 5). For our approach there is also a need to identify the relevant paragraphs (Chapter 6). This 

method basically traverses the source paragraphs and searches for relevant paragraphs. When it finds 

one, it searches backwards for a paragraph from the source aligned with a target one. 
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Formally, consider that 𝑆 is the source article, 𝑆 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑛), where 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑛 are the 

paragraphs from 𝑆 and 𝑇 is the target, 𝑇 = (𝑞1, 𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑚), where 𝑞1, 𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑚 are the paragraphs 

from 𝑇. The algorithm traverses all the source content. When it finds a relevant paragraph  𝑝𝑖, it 

traverse backwards for all 𝑝𝑗, 𝑗 = [𝑖 − 1. .1]. The iteration stops when 𝑗 = 1 or when an alignment is 

found such as 𝑝𝑗 ≡ 𝑞𝑘, 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚]. The meaning of 𝑗 = 1 is that we did not found any previous 

alignments and the insertion position will be 1. The paragraph is proposed for insertion at the beginning 

of the target article. In the second case, when there is an alignment 𝑝𝑗 ≡ 𝑞𝑘, the insertion position for 

𝑝𝑗  in the target article will be 𝑘 + 1. For a graphical example of this approach see Figure 3.1: Paragraph 

insertion by similarity alignment in Section 3.3.2. 

The input parameters for this method are the source and target mapping vectors computed after at 

least one similarity model and one relevant paragraph extraction algorithm are run on the Wikipedia 

articles. Notice that there is no need for the original content for executing this method. 

The output parameter will be the mapped vector of the source article having the positions indexes 

corresponding to the important articles updated with the corresponding position in the target article. 

From Chapter 4 we see that if a paragraph is considered to be important its value in the mapped vector 

was −2. After running the algorithm for paragraph insertion, the value −2 will be replaced by the 

corresponding position in the target article. Finding this position supposes an iteration through the 

target mapping vector to identify which paragraph is aligned to the source one. 

In this context, the mapped vector 𝑠 corresponding to the source article paragraphs will be defined as 

follows: 

 𝑠[𝑖] {

−1, if 𝑝𝑖 is aligned to at least one paragraph from the target article 
𝑝𝑜𝑠, if there is a target paragraph 𝑞𝑝𝑜𝑠−1 similar to 𝑝𝑖                             

0, otherwise                                                                                                 

 ( 7.1 ) 

 

The complexity in the worst case scenario in the original case for this approach (Yeung, Duh and Nagata 

2011) is 𝑂(𝑛2 ∗ 𝑚), where 𝑛 is the number of paragraphs in the source article and 𝑚 is the number of 

paragraphs from the target. This happens because for each unaligned paragraph the algorithm goes 

backwards at most 𝑛 − 1 positions.  

In our case the implementation takes only 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑚), because we use an implementation artefact. We 

are not traversing backwards for searching the aligned paragraphs. Instead of doing this we keep in a 

variable the last position where an aligned paragraph was analyzed. This way the time complexity is 

reduced at 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑚), We only traverse the mapped vector for the source only once. The complexity 

for finding the position from the target remains the same. 
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7.3 Similarity Graph – based on Label-Propagation  

Label propagation is a different approach where the similarity weights are relevant. In this case a graph 

is built and used for identifying the best position to place the new content in the target article (see 

Section 3.3.3). 

This method originally has three main parts. The first one supposes building a graph using the content 

of the two articles and the computed similarities between them. The second step is to label all vertices 

from the source article and propagating them along the graph similar on running a Markov Chain. 

Finally, an insertion point is searched according to the propagated labels. All these are detailed in 

Section 3.3.3. For the purpose of this work only the first and the last steps are relevant. There are two 

reasons for which this decision makes sense: 

1. We use paragraphs and not sentences when computing the similarities and the graph cannot 

be built as in the original case (see Section 3.3.3 and Chapter 5) 

2. With label propagation only one insertion spot is found. We are interested in finding the best 

spot for any of the important articles 

The construction of the graph and how we find the insertion place for the new content are detailed 

next. 

7.3.1 Building the Graph 

In the original article where this approach was first proposed the vertices were sentences. However, 

for the purpose of this work we used paragraphs and the graph cannot be constructed as it was first 

introduced (see Section 3.3.3). 

For this approach a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) is built in the following way: in the vertices set 𝑉 we insert all the 

paragraphs from the target article and only the important ones from the source. For all the vertices 

corresponding to the paragraphs from the source we insert edges pointing to all the vertices mapped 

from the target article (see Figure 7.1). We associate a weight 𝑤(𝑒) to all the edges 𝑒 equal to the 

similarity weight between the paragraphs represented by the edge extremities. 

 

Figure 7.1 Similarity Graph 
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In Figure 7.1 there is a graphical representation of the graph we obtain. In this example 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 are the 

relevant paragraphs from the source and 𝑊,𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 are all the paragraphs from the target. Notice that 

by inserting the edges in the way described above we obtaine a complete bipartite graph. 

The similarity between the vertices associated to the edges can be any similarity from the ones 

presented in Chapter 3. For the purpose of this task we choose the 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 similarity. This decision 

has two fundaments: 

1. It is not very important for this approach to find aligned content 

2. We need to find any common parts between the content to be inserted and the target 

7.3.2 Finding the Inserting Position 

This task will be achieved by iterating through all the vertices corresponding to the source paragraphs 

and we will simply select the edge with the higher weight. The paragraph will be inserted in the target 

article after the one placed at the other extremity of the selected edge. In the example from Figure 7.2 

for the node 𝐴 the edge with the highest weight was 𝑒 = (𝐴, 𝑌). This means that the insertion position 

for the translation of paragraph 𝐴 into the target article will be 𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑌) + 1, where 𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑌) is the 

position of paragraph 𝑌 in the target article. 

 

Figure 7.2 Example for selecting the edge with higher weight 

The time complexity of this approach is the one for building the graph plus the one of finding the 

maximum weights for each node from the ones representing the source paragraphs. For building the 

graph requires 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑚), where 𝑛 represents the number of articles from the source and 𝑚 the one 

from the target. Notice that in the worst case scenario we need to insert all paragraphs from both 

articles. Considering that we computed the similarities previously (see Chapter 3 for details) and we 

can use them from there, the complexity for adding the edges is 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑚). 

For finding the maximum weight for each vertex from the ones mapped from the source article, we 

need to analyze all the edges. While we have a total of 𝑛 ∗ 𝑚 edges, this complexity is 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑚).  

The final complexity is 2𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑚) = 𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑚). 

7.3.3 Evaluation 
For evaluating the Cross-Lingual Paragraph insertion we used the methods which performed best in our 

test cases for aligning the articles and for finding the relevant paragraphs. These methods are 4-grams 

for the alignments and 6-grams for the relevance, as it can be seen from Table 5.2 and Table 6.9.  
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On top of the results obtained after the relevance method, we applied this algorithm (see Table 7.1) 

and we randomly picked 5 documents from our set to be assessed by two volunteers.  

Table 7.1: Example of output after Alignment, Relevance and Insertion algorithms 

Paragraphs Alignment Relevance Insertion  

Pope Alexander II (, ; died 21 April 1073), born Anselmo da 
Baggio,Cardini,  Franco, Europe and Islam, (Blackwell Publishers 
Ltd., 1999), 40. was the head of the Catholic Church from 30 
September 1061 to his death in 1073. 

-1 -1 -1 

He was born in Milan.  As Anselm I, bishop of Lucca, he had been 
an energetic coadjutor with Hildebrand of Sovana in 
endeavouring to suppress simony and enforce the clerical 
celibacy. The papal election of 1061, which Hildebrand had 
arranged in conformity with the papal decree of 1059 (see Pope 
Nicholas II), was not sanctioned by the imperial court of 
Germany. True to the practice observed in preceding papal 
elections, the German court nominated another candidate, 
Cadalus, bishop of Parma, who was proclaimed Pope at the 
council of Basel under the name of Honorius II. He marched to 
Rome and for a long time threatened his rival's position. At 
length, however, Honorius was forsaken by the German court 
and deposed by a council held at Mantua; Alexander II's 
position remained unchallenged. 

0 1 1 

In 1065, Alexander admonished Landulf VI of Benevento "that 
the conversion of Jews is not to be obtained by 
force."Simonsohn, pp 35&ndash;37. Also in the same year, 
Alexander called for a crusade against the Moors in Spain.Lee 
Hoinacki, El Camino: Walking to Santiago de Compostela, (Penn 
State University Press, 1996), 101. 

0 1 1 

In 1066, he entertained an embassy from the Duke of 
Normandy Guillaume II, Guillaume le BÇ½tard, (after his 
successful invasion of England he came to be known as William 
the Conqueror) which had been sent to obtain his blessing for 
the Norman conquest of England. This he gave to them, gifting 
to them a papal ring, the Standard of St. Peter,Houts, Elisabeth 
M. C. Van, The Normans in Europe, (Manchester University 
Press, 2000), 105. and a papal edict to present to the English 
clergy saying that William was given the papal blessing for his 
bid to the throne. These favours were instrumental in the 
submission of the English church and people following the 
Battle of Hastings. 

0 0 1 

Alexander II oversaw the suppression of the "Alleluia" during 
the Latin Church's celebration of Lent.Cabrol, p 46. This is 
followed to this day, and in the Tridentine rite "Alleluia" is also 
omitted during the Advent season. 

0 1 1 

Alexander II was followed by his associate Hildebrand, who took 
the title of Gregory VII. 

0 0 0 
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To evaluate the correctness of this method the volunteers grade each aligned paragraph from 1 to 5 

where 1 means very poor position and 5 means the best position in the article. The results can be seen 

in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3. The mean for each article represents the arithmetical mean for the 

paragraphs. The final mean was computed also as an arithmetical mean, but this time between the 

average mean of each annotator as it can be seen in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.2: Set of Articles randomly selected to be evaluated after the Execution of the Insertion 
Algorithm 

ID in Source Id in Target Title in Source Title in Target 
Paragraphs 
in Source 

Paragraphs 
in Target 

33173 9850 Web browser Browser 18 11 

8519 9716 Data structure 
Estructura de 
datos 

21 8 

19555 5453 Molecule Molécula 10 39 

587904 77200 Horia Sima Horia Sima 23 11 

9101 10936 Device driver Driver 10 5 

TOTAL    82 74 

 

Table 7.3: Results after Annotation and Reconciliation 

ID in Source Mean First Volunteer Mean Second Volunteer FINAL MEAN 

33173 2.88 2.77 2.825 

8519 3.09 2.85 2.97 

19555 3.20 3.50 3.35 

587904 3.08 3.04 3.06 

9101 3.00 3.02 3.01 

FINAL MEAN   3.04 

 

 

7.4 Bounder Insertion 

In this section we propose a new method having as foundation the similarity – based insertion that we 

used in our work for finding the position in the target article for the relevant content from the source. 

This algorithm has three steps described next. The input and output parameters are the same as in the 

similarity – based case. 
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7.4.1 Bound the Paragraph 

In the same way as for the Similarity – based Alignment described in Section 7.2, we identify the 

paragraphs from the source article to be inserted and we are using the alignments to the target article 

to compute the position where the new content could be placed. 

The main difference between our approach and the similarity based one is that we bound the important 

paragraph. By bounding we mean that we search both forward and backwards for paragraphs that are 

aligned to the target article (see Figure 7.3). So basically, we search for the closest two paragraphs that 

are similar to content from the target article. Notice that there are cases where only the lower or the 

upper bound exists. For these situations we do not execute the step described in Section 7.4.2 and we 

jump directly to updating the index. If we find no bounds then it means that the content from the 

source and the target is not equivalent at all and we insert at the beginning of the target.  

 

𝑝𝑎 

 

𝑝𝑗  

  

𝑝𝑏 

Source Article 

Figure 7.3 Search for aligned articles backwards and forward 

7.4.2 Compute Similarities 

After finding the two paragraphs (𝑝𝑎 and 𝑝𝑏 in Figure 7.3) that limit the one to be inserted (𝑝𝑗  in Figure 

7.3), we compute a similarity value based on 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 between the paragraph to be inserted and each 

of the other two. Notice that this is a monolingual analysis and this is why we choose the 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 

approach. 

We obtain to two values each corresponding to the similarity between the paragraph to be inserted 

and the ones that are closest to it. Formally, we compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑎) and 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑏) where 𝑠𝑖𝑚 is 

defined as the 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 similarity between the two paragraphs (see Section 5.3 for details regarding 

the 𝑛 −grams approach): 

 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑎, 𝑏) = 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠(𝑎, 𝑏) ( 7.2 ) 
 

A very important observation here is that we are not interested in finding an alignment, we are only 

analyzing how similar the paragraph to be inserted is to the closest ones that are aligned to target 

paragraphs. 
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The insertion in the target will be after a paragraph aligned to the one that is the most similar to the 

new content to be added. If we look at the example from Figure 7.3, if 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑎) is bigger that 

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑏), then we choose a paragraph from the target article aligned to 𝑝𝑎, otherwise we choose 

one aligned to 𝑝𝑏. Notice that we can have the situation when the paragraphs from the target are not 

in the same order as in the source (see Figure 7.4). Even for this case the algorithm works successfully 

because it is not influenced by the order from the target. Regardless the positions in the target, the 

paragraph from the source with bigger similarity to the one to be inserted is chosen. 

  𝑞𝑖 

𝑝𝑎   

  𝑞𝑗 

𝑝𝑏   

Source Article   Target article 

Figure 7.4 Inverse alignment to the target 

7.4.3 Update Index 

This step supposes an iteration through the target article when we search for a paragraph aligned to 

the one from the source which is the most similar to the insertion content. This step is identical to the 

one of finding the insertion point from Section 7.2. The output is going to be represented by the source 

mapping vector with the values corresponding to the indexes of the relevant articles updated. This 

value will be changed to the index position from the target article where the new paragraph has to be 

inserted. 

The time complexity of the entire approach is the product for finding the bounds, computing the 

similarities and updating the indexes. For bounding the important paragraphs we cannot use the same 

artefact as in Section 7.4.1 because we have to analyze both ways forwards and backwards. In the worst 

case scenario, for each paragraph we analyze all the rest. This computation takes 𝑂(𝑛2), where 𝑛 is the 

number of paragraphs from the source article. We can compute the 𝑛𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 in lineal time comparing 

to the size of the paragraphs (see Section 5.3). For updating the indexes the algorithm has a 

computational time of 𝑂(𝑚), where 𝑚 is the number of paragraphs from the target article. 

7.4.4 Evaluation 

The evaluation in this case is very similar to the methodology we applied in Section 7.3.3. In this case 

we used the same five articles picked randomly (see Table 7.2) and the outputs were ranked by hand. 

We present the mean for each article and the overall performance in Table 7.4. As one can see, the 

performance in this case is better than for the previous method. This could be due to the fact that for 

this algorithm we use additional information regarding the paragraphs which were parallel. 

Another thing to consider is that only 349 paragraphs were annotated as being parallel and this is why 

these techniques might not be the perfect approach for this data set. However, for the paragraphs we 

identify as relevant, we only suggest a position, we leave the final decision to the contributor. 
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Table 7.4: Results after Annotation and Reconciliation 

ID in Source Mean First Volunteer Mean Second Volunteer FINAL MEAN 

33173 3.20 2.92 3.06 

8519 3.42 2.67 3.04 

19555 3.62 3.55 3.58 

587904 2.77 3.08 2.92 

9101 3.02 3.04 3.03 

FINAL MEAN   3.73 
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8 Conclusions and Future Work 
Our main objective when developing this work was to create a prototype to help enriching Wikipedia’s 

content. This prototype is aiming to help the contributors to faster identify relevant content that is 

worth being transcendent from one language to another. To accomplish this task we fixed several 

objectives and we built the prototype gradually. For each objective we set we built one module. Each 

of these modules interacts with the others and we built a detailed flow in order to make everything 

work together. 

Our first objective was Obj_1: Find out what similarity models perform best for extracting parallel 

paragraphs from Wikipedia. The main goal of this objective was to identify fragments present in almost 

two languages using local content extracted from Wikipedia covering certain areas of interest. This 

objective was covered by the use of several algorithms developed to analyze and assess by the help of 

similarity measures how relevant the paragraphs are one from another. The best performance was 

obtained for 4-grams (see Section 5.5). 

Looking to pursue our second objective, Obj_2: Identify text fragments which are missing and are worth 

transcending, we focused to obtain not just the missing components of some Wikipedia articles, but to 

identify the relevant ones which are worth to be included in a different edition where this content is 

missing. We obtained a list of relevant fragments which were missing from certain languages and are 

worth to be transcended. The best performance in this case was obtained for the case of word rank 

and the test set of biographies. The best performance obtained when test over all the articles we have 

was obtained for the case of 6-grams. 

Our third objective was Obj_3: Keep coherence when adding new content. The goal this time was to 

keep coherence when inserting new fragments in articles. Due to the fact that we focused mainly in 

finding the relevant content by a multitude of techniques, we accomplished this objective only partially. 

We do offer to the final user the position where he/she should place the new content but we do not 

use a domain-specific MT when doing so. In this case, when the text is transcendent, the user still sees 

it in its original language from the source. However we do offer the possibility to see the articles side 

by side and this way we facilitate the translation. 

In a future work there are several things which could be done. Some imply the comparison of more 

than two languages at the same time and try to identify content over all by facilitating the multilingual 

enrichment of Wikipedia. By treating each article as source and target at the same time some key 

paragraphs present in given languages which are poor in content quantity, but still rich in quality. 

For the classifier we built in our work not all the possible features were exploited. Building a bigger data 

set might be a good direction to follow. Another thing to try is to use the output of our implementation 
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for deciding if an article is relevant or not in order to build the set of variables as shown in our work 

these values predict with high accuracy the importance output. 

 

The Word Rank algorithm currently works with NER as a prerequisite. In a future work the analysis of 

this system with a Part-of-Speech tagger could be analyzed. 

The system could be extended to collect parallel corpus when this one is transcended to another 

language due to the fact that we know exactly which paragraph was moved ant to which translation it 

corresponds. This data can facilitate the construction of future domain-specific translators. 

A new direction in the relevance directions is starting to draw a new trend in the web page relevance 

by assigning to a page a trustiness score instead of a rank based on links. This kind of measurement 

could be vital to Wikipedia if we consider that right now it is not an acceptable citation source in 

research papers and in any kind of arguments. People doubt most of the times the correctness of the 

information from Wikipedia. Using the trustiness score for pages one could identify the paragraphs 

which are worth translated (like true facts) and maybe also paragraphs which should be removed due 

to the fact that they are false facts. 

The content over the internet (and also in real life) is growing and changing with a very high velocity 

and it could be worthy to use other sources over the internet like news for example to improve 

Wikipedia’s content or to create new one.  
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Appendix A 
 

 

Figure A.1 Prototype Interface 

 

The prototype can be accessed at http://www.cs.upc.edu/~cosma/.  
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Appendix B 
 

In the following Tables we include the set of Articles used for evaluation purposes in this work. The 

tables include the ids and titles of the articles for all the languages we analyzed. 

 

B.1: Articles in English and Romanian 

English ID Romanian ID English Title Romanian Title 

932990 98745 Mihai Antonescu Mihai Antonescu 

12398 105927 Geographic information system GIS 

20611127 110340 South Pole Polul Sud 

17728697 159519 Eugen Cristescu Eugen Cristescu 

1375104 69080 Workspace Spaţiu de lucru 

7535953 69082 Layers (digital image editing) Layer 

587904 77200 Horia Sima Horia Sima 

20947 81342 Adobe Flash Adobe Flash 

10518 35043 Elie Wiesel Elie Wiesel 

177110 41644 Macromedia Macromedia 

349868 14409 Palaeogeography Paleogeografie 

697150 20495 Uninstaller Uninstaller 

33173 9850 Web browser Browser 

9101 10936 Device driver Driver 

502652 8297 Octavian Goga Octavian Goga 

24893 222 Adobe Photoshop Adobe Photoshop 

5309 368 Computer software Software 
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B.2: Articles in English and Spanish 

English ID Spanish ID English Title Spanish Title 

7794 811 Crystallography Cristalografía 

5180 3354 Chemistry Química 

23056 5204 Pope Papa 

19555 5453 Molecule Molécula 

28756 7645 Stereochemistry Estereoquímica 

8519 9716 Data structure Estructura de datos 

23761 12046 Pope Linus Lino (papa) 

23794 26160 Pope Alexander I Alejandro I (papa) 

18167 33300 Linked list Lista (informática) 

23793 34477 Pope Alexander III Alejandro III (papa) 

4321 46799 Binary tree Árbol binario 

23791 49752 Pope Alexander VI Alejandro VI 

13833 52601 Hash table Tabla hash 

23789 89560 Pope Alexander VII Alejandro VII 

6271 187195 Chemical reaction Reacción química  

23803 262357 Pope Leo III León III (papa) 

662889 281187 
Persistent data 
structure Persistencia de objetos 

475294 316029 Symbol table Tabla de símbolos (compilador) 

23792 384129 Pope Alexander II Alejandro II (papa) 

28555 385485 Serialization Serialización 

23787 407456 Pope Alexander IV Alejandro IV (papa) 

23804 489544 Pope Adrian I Adriano I 

3038 761390 Acid-base reaction Reacción ácido-base 

27162 1440210 Sequential access Acceso secuencial 

5659 2832463 Chemical element Elemento químico 

 

 


